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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study
Abstract
With assessments built in, a solid phonics program, and a rigorously taught core reading
curriculum, our school should see kindergarten and first-grade students reading fluently at grade
level. However, we continue to see low reading levels on screeners and nationally normed
comprehensive diagnostic assessments. This paper aims to show the importance of using a
screener to inform instruction in small, specifically targeted groups for a determined duration in
time, directly related to deficits seen in the resulting data from these assessments.
Introduction
Background
I have been teaching at Central Linn Elementary School in Halsey, Oregon, for 17 years,
kindergarten through second grade, with the last 12 years in first grade exclusively. I have attended
many professional developments about teaching reading, including Tier I whole-group core, Tier II
small-group instruction, Tier III intensive intervention, and independent work for students awaiting
their small group instruction. I’ve followed the directions of administration and reading specialists
in my district. I’ve searched for how to teach reading intervention the right way and thought I
found it. I’ve changed methods and strategies, been defensive when they didn’t work, and proud
and relieved when they did. I have introduced and staffed after-school reading programs, keeping
select students at school until 4:30 to give them more opportunities to improve their reading.
It hasn’t worked. Through all of this, reading scores that we gather from our school-wide
reading screener remain low. We use the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills
(DIBELS) to determine reading readiness. It may be that we do not entirely understand the intent
or validity behind DIBELS itself. On almost all sections of the DIBELS assessment, particularly
for first grade, “basic reading skills [that] are believed to be necessary but [are] insufficient for
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proficiency on measures of reading achievement” (University of Oregon, 2018, p. 4). In other
words, these subtests may not have as much “predictive power” as assumed (p. 6). Regardless of
circumstances, over half of first graders have come in far below grade level, and we worked to get
them caught up before they went on to second grade. Though there was great growth, my students
were not ready for second grade, and second-grade teachers were not ready to teach kindergarten
and first-grade reading strategies and skills to students who still needed them.
We, as a staff, have spent much time in Professional Learning Community (PLC)
Professional Development as well as in the process itself, working on reading comprehension
strategies. Our students can tell you all about characters, setting, details, genre, etc., with relative
ease, but many lack the skills to read fluently to understand what they are reading. We have tried
additional phonics lessons, including pre-teaching and post-teaching daily lessons, but our reading
levels remain low. Wishing, training, and working alone have not been successful, both on
teachers’ and students’ parts. I’d like to share what I am beginning to understand about reading
with my colleagues in kindergarten and first grades so that we might work together in creating
successful reading instruction.
Statement of the Problem and Research Questions
The foundation for reading begins in kindergarten and first grade and is the focus of this
project. As a literacy coach, I will bring information that I have learned through my study at
Western Oregon University (WOU) to my primary team to bolster reading skills in our students
before they enter second grade. I will synthesize my learning in the culmination of forming and
implementing Tier II interventions for students who demonstrate gaps in reading elements based
on our school-wide screener. This project addresses the following research questions:
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1. How can our current methods of Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS)
assessment inform our teaching practice, from core instruction to guided reading groups, to raise
student reading levels and skills?
2. Will a specifically, systematically, and intensely targeted intervention for a 5-week duration,
based on results of DIBELS tests, show an increase in kindergarten and first-grade student reading
skills?
Purpose of the Study
I propose to use the data from the DIBELS assessment to very specifically inform what and
how we teach our students in tier II intervention. My school uses Enhanced Core Reading
Instruction (ECRI) (Dissen, 2015) as our core phonics program, which accompanies our reading
curriculum, Journeys (Baumann et al., 2014). Presently, our district uses ECRI as our Tier II
intervention as either a double dose or a pre-teaching opportunity. My ultimate plan is to posit that
we should intensify and target 2 or 3 areas of ECRI based on DIBELS data as opposed to the entire
lesson, which I will support with theory in the Theoretical Basis section. In addition, I propose that
we include a writing extension to literature to be included in our Tier II intervention.
To develop a plan for Tier II interventions for kindergarten and first grade, I will analyze
fall, winter, and spring DIBELS benchmark and progress monitoring data, determine the need for
strategic and intense support, and design groups based on those needs. Interventions should be
based on student skill needs, specifically targeted, short in duration (e.g., five weeks), and
accompanied by progress monitoring. In addition, “interventions are effective at each of the early
grade levels (k-3) and can be feasibly implemented by a variety of implementers” and “research
supports intervention provided 1:1 and in small groups of five or fewer students” (Wanzek et al.,
2016, p. 571).
Theoretical Basis
Finding the answers to the research questions for this paper is based on theory and
examination of literature and studies. “Teachers with a firm grasp of educational and psychological
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theories have a clear basis for making instructional decisions,” leading to “understanding why they
are choosing the instructional practices that they use” (Tracey & Morrow, 2017, p. 6). Not only
must I inform my instruction practices, but those of my colleagues, administration, and families as
a literacy specialist. Throughout this study, I will keep my research questions central in presenting
theory and informing every decision I make.
1. How can our current methods of DIBELS assessment inform our teaching practice, from core
instruction to guided reading groups, to raise student reading levels and skills?
This assumes that all students receive a strong Tier I, or core, whole-group instruction that
includes all aspects of literacy, including writing. Screening for these elements occurs at the
beginning of each term to determine and inform Tier II intervention, the goal of this paper, which
University of Oregon, the creator of DIBELS, states that “refined benchmark goals by calibrating
them to the updated percentile ranks to ensure that the percentage of students designated at risk
approached what schools implementing multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS) expect and can
reasonably support (i.e., about 20 percent of students in need of intensive intervention and 40
percent in need of strategic support)” Please see Appendix A for the DIBELS Benchmark Goals
per grade level kindergarten through first grade (University of Oregon, 2020).
2. Will a specifically, systematically, and intensely targeted intervention for a 5-week duration,
based on results of the DIBELS test, show an increase in student reading fluency?
“Lev Vygotsky introduced us to the zone of proximal development- the difference between
what a learner can do without help and what he or she can do with help” and “introduced us to the
importance of watching to see what skills and strategies students use when faced with a challenge
and then using those observations to understand what they know well and to inform our next steps
in instruction” (Landrigan & Mulligan, 2013, p. 11). Strategies for testing and instruction focus
changes and shifts and “it is our understanding of children and how they learn that remains a
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constant for us, and assessment is our window into understanding what each reader needs”
(Landrigan & Mulligan, 2013, p. 15). Valencia and Buly (2004) state that a failed test score in
relation to learning standards is a “symptom that demands [omit] a more in-depth analysis of the
strengths and needs of students” (p. 520). Assessments that test for phonological awareness,
alphabetic principle, fluency, vocabulary, and reading comprehension can help teachers determine
possible language barriers due to English being a second language or learning disabilities
(Klingner & Geisler, 2008). DIBELS is such a literacy screener that tests all of these aspects in
varying degrees and can show in which areas students may need intervening instruction to find
more success in reading.
Jones et al. (2016) posited that because “children struggle with reading for different
reasons,” they “argue for a differentiated approach” to intervention and “promote brief systematic
interventions targeting the students’ most pressing need” and that “too many interventions are
inefficient and fail to accelerate readers’ progress.” They explain that while they do not mean to
deny the complexity of reading, the idea that intervention should present a balance in literacy
elements does not address exactly what a student may need. They propose that intervention should
“target three selected areas [was] informed by assessments” (pp. 307-308). According to What
Works Clearinghouse (2022), intervention should last for at least five weeks while learning
progress is monitored to determine if some students may no longer require the added instruction.
These theories support my hypothesis that Tier II intervention should be short, frequently progress
monitored, and present students with three areas of instruction. It should also last for five weeks
until progress monitoring shows that specific interventions are no longer needed.
It is a myth that “reading instruction is qualitatively different for students with a particular
learning disability (for example, those who demonstrate a disparity between intelligence- as
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measured by and I.Q. test- and achievement) than for students who are identified as poor readers
but do not show any evidence of a learning disability” and instruction is largely the same for these
groups (Snow et al., 2005, pp. 165-166). Other reading difficulties may be explained by difficulty
with sustained attention and working memory (Kocaarslan, 2021). Stanovich’s InteractiveCompensatory Model suggests that “careful evaluation of [her] phonological abilities and targeted
intervention if deficits [are] revealed are the proper treatments” for a reading disorder or difficulty.
In other words, the specific targets of strength and skills will increase working memory by
allowing mental processors to compensate for one another so that working memory is not
overtaxed with too many unknowns (Tracey & Morrow, 2017, p. 253). I will address reading
learning barriers, such as learning English as a second language, Dyslexia, speech and listening,
trauma, and attentiveness in the literature review as a frame for understanding our students
learning to read. Understanding our readers will directly inform proposed Tier II interventions as
strategically moving through the five elements of reading, three at a time, efficiently and
systematically instructing learning targets allowing students to gain mastery and build a firm
foundation on which to build future reading skills.
Learning Outcomes of Masters Candidate
Researching, sharing with my colleagues, and supporting and implementing an effective
Tier II reading intervention for kindergarten and first grade allows me the opportunity to work
toward and exercise the learning outcomes for the Masters of Science in Education at Western
Oregon University (Western Oregon University, 2022).
1. Effectively use advanced content knowledge and educational technologies: In Summer 2021, I
began working on a document of reading skills and corresponding theories and strategies for
teaching them gathered from courses through this program. This document is not yet complete, but
9

I shared it with my school’s principal and reading specialist. Upon their approval, I will share it
with my teaching colleagues in kindergarten and first grade upon its completion at the end of this
project. Even though I use the term “complete,” this will be a fluid document that this team will
add to as we learn more about how to serve our readers.
2. Analyze data and evidence to support learning and engage in change. Our school relies almost
exclusively on DIBELS data. However, it is essential to note that using multiple assessments will
provide more information about student skills and growth in reading. Landrigan & Mulligan
(2013) discuss the need to “triangulate” data from one assessment with more details about students
gathered by teachers in further assessment and observation. Johnson and Keier (2010) write about
running records, a miscue analysis type of reading activity, as a value-added tool to assess and
diagnose reading areas of focus. Different assessments, such as work samples and assessments that
embrace higher-level thinking, will tell more about our students’ learning (NEA, n.d.). As I learn
more, I will share this information with all stakeholders to affect change in our testing policy.
3. Apply learning theories and research in education in a variety of contexts: To know and
understand how we can support our readers in kindergarten and first grade, I will analyze data
gathered from fall 2021 and winter 2022 DIBELS benchmark assessments, formed Tier II
intervention groups from that data, and present the model and learning targets for each group upon
permission from the administration. This will change how we are currently engaging readers in
interventions. However, with evidence from research, stakeholders might be willing to join me in
this project.
4. Demonstrate professional growth, dispositions, and leadership appropriate to their field in
education: Presenting this Tier II model for reading intervention to the administration and
colleagues will demonstrate my learning. Adopting a positive leadership role while teaching my
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class, being sensitive to the roles of already present leadership and colleagues, and asserting what I
know with openness to learning from and working with my team will require a kind and
knowledgeable disposition.
In addition to addressing the learning outcomes for the M.S.Ed. program, this project
allows me to work toward three main International Literacy Association Standards for
Reading/Literacy Specialists for Western Oregon University’s Reading Endorsement program
(International Literacy Association, 2021).
1.1 Foundational Knowledge: Candidates demonstrate knowledge of the major theoretical,
conceptual, historical, and evidence-based components of reading, such as concepts of print,
phonological awareness, phonics, word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension
throughout the grades and its relationship with other aspects of literacy: Working with DIBELS
has deepened my understanding of the five areas of reading assessment that have become a guide
to focus of developing Tiers II and III interventions. In addition, I have included theorists widely
known, and those who have furthered the field yet are not as familiar.
2.3. Use a wide range of curriculum materials in effective reading instruction for learners at
different stages of reading and writing development and from diverse cultural and linguistic
backgrounds: Utilizing the curriculum materials my district has already provided is a goal in all of
my development of effective reading instruction, assessment, and intervention. In addition, I learn
from other professionals about new materials and research and implement them with a focus on
student learning. In planning for this project, I have paid particular attention to cultural and
linguistic backgrounds, including possible disability, representation in literature, and brain
development.
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3.3. Assessment, Diagnosis, and Evaluation: Use assessment information to plan, evaluate, and
revise effective instruction that meets the needs of all students, including those at different
developmental stages and those from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds: This proficiency
brings together the curriculum materials and assessment learning goals listed above. While Dibels
is not designed as a diagnostic tool, I have realized its importance to my district and have made it
the cornerstone of planning my Tier II and III interventions. As of now, DIBELS is the only
assessment the administration reviews.
Limitations of the Study
The main limitation of this study is changing the variables of the interventions we are
presently using and replacing them with relatively experimental ideas. This is very risky for two
main reasons. The first reason is due to the truth that we are experimenting with students’ lives.
Asking others to rely on theories that I have synthesized from my learning at this point may be
frightening. If it does not work, kindergarteners and first graders may be further behind than they
already are. The other barrier to trying this is that our current reading intervention is primarily to
repeat, pre-teach, or reteach our core phonics lessons. Asking our current reading specialists and
primary teachers to part with what they have been doing might be difficult. As a result of these
challenges, what I develop now may not be seen as valuable until I have empirical data to present
with this proposal to pare down our double-dosing of ECRI in our Tier II intervention groups to
only two elements based on DIBELS data, as well as offer more writing-extension opportunities
for students for a third element.
Another limitation is that the study group is very small, and time is short if we decide to
implement any part of this plan this year. We will have the spring DIBELS benchmark and
progress monitoring to use as a measure, which may demonstrate relative growth. A significant
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limitation is that there is no control group other than the grade levels not taking part in this study.
This limitation will be solved minimally if my class is the only treatment group and the
kindergarten and other first grade classes do not take part.
Definition of Terms
Balanced Literacy: A framework of instruction that balances all facets of literacy.
Dibels: DIBELS ® (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) - This is a set of oneminute timed assessments to determine foundational reading skills based on the five components
of reading (Dissen, 2022). See Appendix A for Dibels scores per grade level.
ECRI®: (Enhanced Core Reading Instruction) - A scripted and interactive reading instruction
program designed to accompany Journeys by Houghton Mifflin curriculum (Baumann et al.,
2014).
RTI: (Response to Intervention) - A problem-solving model of instruction, assessment, and
intervention systematically applied to adapt teaching to affect student outcomes positively. See
Appendix B for the RTI model based on a three-tier instruction system.
MTSS: (Multi-Tiered System of Supports)-Three stages of instruction and intervention. Beginning
with Tier I, which is core, whole-group instruction. Tier II is strategic intervention instruction to
either move students back into Tier I or determine if more intensive intervention is needed in Tier
III.
Big 5 of Reading - The five areas of reading are phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,
vocabulary, and comprehension. For the sake of this study and further balancing literacy
education, I add writing as a bridge to and between the five components of reading.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Relevant Research and Scholarship
Literature Review Process
For the past two years, I had a sign on my bathroom mirror reading, “Product Fluency,” to
meditate daily on my duty as a teacher to my students. My courses at WOU have revealed what
has been missing from my instruction for students who struggle with reading. I watched with a
keen eye through every class I took to find what would become the truth informing what I believe
needs to happen in reading interventions for my first-grade students. Additionally, I knew that I
needed to review more research to support the ideas that I have synthesized to knowledgeably
apply them at my school with the confidence of colleagues, administrators, and literacy specialists.
When I first began my literature review, I was looking for information on all three levels
of reading instruction. In discussing what I am doing in my strategic intervention groups with my
principal, she pointed out that I might focus on teaching students who could move out of those
groups. In contrast, the students who required deeper instruction in Tier III intervention might
qualify for special education services. This exact conversation inspired the direction of my inquiry
into literacy, which is to more deeply understand and employ pedagogical theories, methods, and
strategies to enhance literacy support and advance first-grade students who would require a
strategic, Tier II range of literacy learning.
Methodology for Literature Review
With these goals, I began a mixed-method exploratory sequential design study. Utilizing a
study that starts with a “qualitative phase which builds into a quantitative phase” was the most
effective way to examine a year’s worth of data that changed as needs dictated (Doyle et al., 2016,
p. 627). This year-long study moved through three phases, each stage informing the next. For
example, the results and actions from the fall term have greatly influenced the winter term and so
14

forth. Each term, the qualitative actions I utilized within my Tier II intervention groups were
reflected in DIBELS data, which integrated the activities with the learning and informed the
creation of new activities to affect data.
To inform each step in my actions with DIBELS and Tier II intervention, I referenced 62
peer-reviewed, qualitative studies and other resources, such as books, articles, and videos, in a
qualitative meta-synthesis of these materials. Boote and Beile (2005) stated that “to advance our
collective understanding, a researcher or scholar needs to understand what has been done before,
the strengths and weaknesses of existing studies, and what they might mean” (p. 3). As I searched
and wrote, I often found myself stymied as new information challenged assumptions and beliefs I
held moments before. I am convinced that the very act of accurate and hungry research makes bias
almost impossible and writing illusive due to an overwhelm of information. So, I dug in,
reorganized, and drilled deeper into the mystery of teaching reading.
Using the WOU Hamersly Library Articles and Research Database (2022), I found studies
and works for scholarly, peer-reviewed studies in the search engine. I looked for research that
explored mid-level reading group pedagogy and models, entering the terms reading interventions
and response to intervention. There are studies exploring ideas about interventions, but not a lot
about what those interventions entail, so I entered phrases such as Tier II intervention model for
reading. I found relevant information on that topic and have managed to pull research together
saying what interventions might look like. I also looked up DIBELS assessment, adequate
responders to DIBELS, and inadequate responders to DIBELS. As I noticed my focus sharpen, so
did my search. I typed in new phrases, such as after DIBELS and purpose of DIBELS, to find out
the original purpose for DIBELS and the next steps after testing. I also needed more information
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on the students themselves, so I searched for studies on funds of knowledge, ELL, trauma, and
learning difficulties, such as Dyslexia.
Interestingly, multiple studies were conducted and written by the same authors about the
same topic but with different foci. To keep a critical and balanced view, I steered my searches to
varied authors. Appreciating and including valuable, timeless, and true classic theories and
theorists and realizing that ‘new’ theories extended classic ones, I aimed for studies published
beyond 2015. Robinson et al. (1998) discussed the “pendulum metaphor” of literacy education
changing practices, curricula, and assessments to embrace the latest beliefs, only to find that these
changes did not bring about the reading skills hoped and swing back to a former belief system.
Literacy pedagogy continues to shift today, moving from a focus on meaning-making at
one end of the spectrum to an emphasis on literacy skills. The see-sawing might be resolved by
implementing a combination of explicit instruction in the context of a balanced literacy model.
When I began teaching in 2005, the model for teaching literacy was strictly through guided reading
groups, and my school embraced Rigby (Nelley, 2000) running records and stocked up on
accompanying guided reading sets of books at all reading levels for fourth grade and below. Soon
after, we swung on the pendulum from Rigby to Reading Mastery (2002) as a core phonics
program and adopted Journeys (2014) to balance our literacy instruction. We are now
implementing ECRI, a phonics program designed to accompany Journeys.
In the next section, I will explore what I have found in the literature that brings together
five themes in reading, specifically the theories, components, assessment, and intervention to
resolve the seemingly countering approaches to teaching reading.
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Findings
Theories of the Process of Reading
The first theme I found in my research was how we understand the science of reading,
beginning with the main theories of how reading occurs in the mind. Tracey and Morrow (2017)
explored many theories of learning, stating that “a greater understanding of theories can lead to
better informed decision making and more effective classroom practices by teachers” (p. 255). One
of the most potent constructivist learning theories is Frederic Bartlett’s Schema Theory, “the
processes through which existing knowledge structures are modified to incorporate new
information” (p. 238). Rosenblatt extended this idea with her Transactional/Reader Response
theory, emphasizing the reader’s efferent and aesthetic responses to literature and utilizing student
interests to build on their reading through personal motivation. Clay (2016) concurred by stating
that “the child is processing information about the code, picking from the page, working on it,
putting it together with other things he knows, and making a decision” (p. 142). The message for
reading teachers is that we must utilize student interest in reading choices.
Big 5 of Reading and Writing
The second theme I found throughout the literature was the definition of reading. There are
five main pillars of reading, often referred to as the “Big 5”, including phonological awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. I found studies and readings that claim that
writing is also an essential aspect of reading.
Phonemic Awareness is explained as the sounds in spoken language. “Phonemes are the
smallest units of sounds which make up a spoken language,” and “the ability to focus on and
manipulate phonemes in spoken words” is the most important indicator of student success with
reading in the primary grades (Cassidy et al., 2010, p. 647). Klingner and Geisler (2008) stated that
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phonological awareness is perhaps the most significant predictor of reading achievement later in
life. Specifically, it is the awareness to hear sounds with ears and manipulate them with sounds
from the mouth, but not associate them with a visual. Once the visual connection comes into play,
it moves from phonemic awareness to phonics. Phonics, then, is “the relationship between written
and spoken sounds and letters” (Johnson & Keier, 2010, p. 120).
Fluency is the skill to read text with rate and prosody, automatically and with little need to
decode words so that readers can focus on the meaning of text and passage (Cassidy et al., 2010).
It is important to note that fluency does not mean reading fast; it means focusing on one word and
holding it in working memory while moving on to the next word (Bear et al., 2016). “We want
readers to learn early on that reading should sound smooth, have expression, and reflect the
meaning of the text” (Johnson et al., 2010, p. 125). According to Cassidy et al. (2010), vocabulary
is defined as including high-frequency words, words seen in literature, and words that are topicspecific and can be taught both directly and indirectly. They also point out that vocabulary
acquisition leads to deeper comprehension.
The purpose of reading is comprehension (Luckner et al., 2008). According to Denton’s
(2014) study on guided reading and explicit instruction, comprehension should be explicitly taught
before, during, and after reading. Having a firm grasp on decoding skills and word reading allows
for more comprehension of what is read because “there is a negative effect when readers have to
devote a significant amount of attention to cognitive tasks associated with decoding that then leave
fewer resources for them to use for the job of comprehension” (Mondesir & Griffin, 2020, p. 6).
Studies show that early listening comprehension leads to reading comprehension. “The
development of accurate and fluent word reading has a critical role in reading comprehension;
however skilled text comprehension also depends on the development of other skills,” such as oral
18

language, vocabulary, broad understanding, and knowledge of their world, along with introduction
to many types of texts (Solari et al., 2018, p. 164). Many studies pointed out that reading
comprehension will more likely occur when readers need not spend extra time decoding and are
familiar with more words. Moreover, reading comprehension is more about making a conscious,
critical, purposeful connection to what is read through rich, relevant literature. “The best strategy
and skill teaching will be unsuccessful when students are unmotivated and unengaged or when
they don’t believe that they can succeed” (Afflerbach et al., 2013, p. 447).
Particularly with comprehension, looking at theories of learning further explains the most
critical issue, foundational reading skills or using schema to understand what is read. Mondesir and
Griffin (2020) discuss the bottom-up theory by Gough, which can help with planning interventions
for readers to master foundational skills to access comprehension. They also discuss the top-down
theory by Piaget or a psycholinguistic theory by Artley, which “suggests that when readers engage
in the process of reading, they use their prior knowledge of language and the world to make sense
of what they are reading” (p. 9).
As for writing, the International Reading Association (2020) said, “Collectively, writing
and the teaching of writing enhance not only students’ comprehension and fluency when reading
but also their recognition and decoding of words in text (slide 2).” The authors argued that students
should write for 30 minutes every day with opportunities to respond to the literature on many
subjects, from taking notes and making arguments to answering questions. In slide 9, they point
out that students need time for just reading and writing, and they need time to utilize writing to
interact with what they are reading. Graham et al. (2017) studied the effects of combining reading
with writing in a meta-analysis of literacy programs and found that, on the whole, balancing
reading with writing resulted in stronger skills in both. They conclude that “when all variables
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were considered simultaneously, equal reading and writing instructional studies continued to
produce larger reading effects than studies placing a greater emphasis on reading instruction” (p.
298). They do state, however, that programs that balance reading with writing should use “highly
effective methods for teaching both reading and writing” (p. 299).
Whole and small group instruction, as well as independent work, should reflect “a balanced
approach to literacy instruction, [in which] teachers strategically and consistently integrate
instruction with authentic reading and writing on a daily basis, so that students learn how to apply
and utilize the literacy strategies and skills they are learning” (Bumgardner n.d., pp. 1-3). Denton
et al. (2014) define guided reading as authentic text-based instructions and explicit instruction as
phonic-centered, including related decodable and nondecodable texts. Before exploring the best
techniques and practices for intervention, we must first ensure that our whole-group instruction is
sound.
MTSS: The Three Tiers of Response to Intervention with Focus on Tier II Intervention
The third theme I found in my research was assessing reading skills and mitigating risks for
those who might read with difficulties. Before addressing assessment, it is vital to examine the
three levels of instruction needed to meet all students’ learning needs. Using a Response to
Intervention (RTI) model is stated by the International Literacy Association (2020) as a
“comprehensive, systematic approach to teaching and learning designed to address language and
literacy problems for all students” with the goal of a decrease of students being referred for special
education services by determining student difficulty with reading, why it is occurring, and how to
address it in an intervention.
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Tier I Approach to Effectively and Rigorously Teaching Literacy
We must first understand the importance of Tier I, the whole-group, core teaching that
encompasses the five big ideas of literacy and writing. Allington (2019) posited that it is nearly
impossible to determine if any students qualify for a diagnosis of a reading disability, such as
Dyslexia. To be decided, students must receive high-quality instruction in reading in Tiers I and II.
He outlined what this high-quality instruction needs to be to instruct readers for reading success,
stating that students need more time in reading instruction and active reading behaviors and
practice, including rich literature that students are interested in, immersed in classroom discussion.
He also wrote about the importance of a robust intervention for reading difficulties. Still, the idea
remains that it should begin first with rich, rigorous literature instruction in the whole-group
classroom setting. Please see Appendix B for strategies for instruction and learning the five pillars
of reading, including writing. My proposed Tier I model for daily, rigorous literacy instruction
(ECRI would be taught at different times for 30 minutes and correspond to the Tier I model):
15 min of literature presentation
15 min of PALS or other student reading
15 min of corresponding writing teacher lesson and modeling and practice
15 min of independent student writing, including conferencing
Tier II Approach to Effectively and Rigorously Teaching Literacy Intervention
With Tier I assessment and individual learning needs examined, we can move on to the
main focus of the findings from my research which informs what teachers can do for their students
who are not making adequate progress in the first line of learning. Tier II intervention needs to
specifically address areas of reading that students experience based on assessment, as “placing all
struggling students in a phonics or word identification program would be inappropriate” for
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students not needing to work on that, and we need to be careful not to “overgeneralize students’
needs” and create “multilevel, flexible, small-group instruction” based on specific needs (Valencia
et al., 2004, p. 528).
According to Jones et al. (2016), intervention should be targeted to students’ greatest need
and be “brief and systematic” (p. 307). It should include three areas of reading target as needed
based on assessment. This is supported by What Works Clearinghouse (2022), which says that
intervention should last for at least five weeks while learning progress is monitored to determine if
some students may no longer require the added instruction. They also argue that while an
intervention program should be compatible with the school curriculum, lessons in Tier II may or
may not align with Tier I instruction due to skills addressed not matching those taught in the core
program. Adding writing to targeted intervention bridges the five components, and students will
have access to small-group oral language, leading to an increase in writing skills.
I propose that a 30-minute small-group strategic intervention might entail the following
schedule, which is formatted loosely on Marie Clay’s Reading Recovery model (2015). My first
experience with this format was last year when I worked for a one-week period with a student, Vic
(pseudonym), in a case-study for a class at WOU. Vic’s assessment data indicated that they would
benefit from specific Tier II interventions, which additional phonics instruction alone in smallgroup instruction would not fully support; Vic needed just 2 or 3 targeted skills to get them to
grade-level in all areas. The model below allowed me to observe and assess Vic’s reading skills
and design lessons that would build on their interests and knowledge. I selected books that would
be motivating for them as well as build on specific literacy skills. These skills and strategies were
supported through writing, which accelerated their progress through reading and writing in tandem
(National Louis University, 2021).
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3 minutes: warm-up activity directly related to assessment data
5 minutes: whisper-read a familiar story
10 minutes: writing an extension of a familiar story with writing focus
10 minutes: New read, discuss at length depending on assessment data
2 minutes: closing activity
To inform every step of this model, I administered assessments for Vic to ensure that every
specific literacy need was served. In addition to DIBELs, the assessments I used were the Kuby
Writing Analysis (Kuby, 2009), which uses both qualitative and quantitative information to
determine present writing skills and specific areas for focus. The Garfield Elementary Reading
Attitude Survey (Kear & McKenna, (n.d.) is included as a piece that assesses student reading
attitude and could be used as both a tool for teachers to provide reading materials for students as
well as a self-assessment tool for students to reflect and set goals on their own growth and interest.
The Primary Spelling Inventory (Johnson, 2003) looks deeply at how students are addressing
spelling, which gives a window into how they are generalizing lessons and strategies being taught.
Finally, Rigby Running Records (Nelley, 2000) are untimed, reading analyses during which the
teacher listens to a student read and notes errors as well as taking anecdotal notes and pinpoints
specific reading errors and helps to set goals for growth in certain areas.Please see Appendix C for
samples of the assessments listed above. Please see Table 1 for Vic’s samples of these pre-and
post-assessments, including explanations and goals. To demonstrate how the assessments listed
above worked with my suggested schedule of activities as offered by Marie Clay’s Reading
Recovery model (2015), please see Figure 1 for a sample lesson plan.
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Table 1
Results of Assessment Before and After Case-Study
Garfield Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (Kear &
McKenna, (n.d.):
Before Sessions

After Sessions

20%ile for Elementary Reading Attitude Survey; 26%ile for recreational
reading and 21%ile for academic reading. There is some conflicting
information, such as Vic does not enjoy reading at school when being
instructed to do so, but they do enjoy reading workbook pages and
worksheets. This information reflects what I see in class and providing
positive experience with reading at school, including more choices and
being provided books based on their own interests. –
* Reading Attitude Goal: Increase opportunities for joyful reading at
school – books about animals.

After our work together, Vic is now in the 55th percentile for Recreational
Reading, 60th percentile for Academic reading with a Full Scale score in the
56th percentile. Vic enjoys starting new books, going to bookstores, and
reading different kinds of books. Vic does not enjoy reading during free time
or getting books for gifts. Many of Vic’s responses for academic reading were
moderately positive with few extreme happiness or dissatisfaction.
*Maximizing Vic’s joyful reading at school was not reached by providing
books about animals, but rather giving Vic ultimate choice for reading
topics each reading time.

Primary Spelling inventory: (Johnson, 2003)
Before Sessions

After Sessions

Vic was eager to complete this spelling inventory. The data shows that Vic
has a firm grasp on hearing and writing CVC words each with 7 out of 7
words spelled correctly on the assessment. It was when words began with
digraphs such as sh and ch they were not expressed with traditional
spelling. However, blended consonants at the beginning of words were
relatively successful, even with dr in dream, which first graders often spell
jr as in jream. Long vowel patterns, such as VCE and /igh/, were not
recalled from our frequented sound-spelling cards. In addition, other vowel
patterns, such as /ow/ and inflected endings such as /ed/ and /ing/ are not
being utilized in spelling.
Spelling Goal: Provide opportunities to sort and manipulate within
word and ending word sorts.

Again, Vic had demonstrated having a wonderful time with this assessment.
They spelled 9 words correctly; the same 7 words as on the pre-assessment
with an additional 2 words. Vic’s work on th, sh, and ch have made a large
impact on Vic’s spelling as well as ing. This specific work inspires the next
stage that I will work with Vic, those being digraphs, such as ea, ir, oa, etc.
* The spelling goal of providing opportunities to sort and manipulate
within word and ending word sorts changed a bit as we went through
our sessions when I realized mastering beginning digraphs, such as th
would make the most impact on Vic’s wish to express themself when
writing.

Kuby Writing Assessment (Kuby, 2009)

Before Sessions

After Sessions

Qualitative Analysis: Cueing systems:
Semantic- message comes across as very honest communication with
words used to note attitude toward the assignment. They repeat a word
several times.
Syntax- Vic’s use of space between words was not consistent and they did
not note the end of sentences with punctuation. They did end their writing
with a conclusion which shows that they are paying attention and
understood during previous writing instruction. They got their point across
without using complete sentences,
Grapho-phonics- Vic’s letter formation shows reversals and incorrect
formation. Vic is in the alphabetic stage of spelling without having a strong
one-to-one sound-spelling correspondence, while growing in cvc words.
Vic is curious and eager to spell words as they hear the sounds in them.
Pragmatics- I am the intended audience for this writing piece. At first it was
an expression in their wish to not write, but Vic did have fun writing it and

Qualitative Analysis: Cueing systems:
Semantic- Again, Vic’s writing is full of meaning and the message is clear.
Syntax- Vic’s spacing between words, handwriting, and punctuation is now
consistently present since our 5 sessions began.

Grapho-phonics- Vic’s letter formation has become very nice and easy to
read. Whereas they once wrote ‘n’ backward, for example, they now make it
correctly without being reminded. Likewise, their spelling is reaching
traditional spelling as Vic seems to be beginning to exit the one-to-one
correspondence of alphabetic spelling.
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saw the humor in the expression of their thoughts. Vic has a great sense
of humor and may enjoy reading and writing humorous pieces and working
on word and concept sorts, and games to enhance learning.

Pragmatics- This writing about getting a ‘brand new pencil from Grandma
Tammy’ seems to be directed at Vic themselves. Vic started writing on their
own with no prompt from me.

Quantitative Analysis: In a 15 word piece, Vic spelled 2 words
conventionally and 13 words using inventive spelling.
Word count: 15
Conventional spelling: 2- 13%
Inventive spelling: 13- 87%
*Writing Goal: Provide opportunities for fun writing while
reinforcing mechanics, letter formation, and audience, such as
writing a letter or unscrambling sentences

Quantitative Analysis: In a 17 word piece, Vic spelled 7 words
conventionally and 10 words using inventive spelling.
Word count: 17
Conventional spelling: 7- 41%
Inventive spelling: 10- 59%
*The writing goal of providing opportunities for fun writing while
reinforcing mechanics, letter formation, and audience was appropriate
and positive outcomes are evident. Vic’s growth and joy as a writer
have increased markedly.

DIBELS (2020)
Before Sessions

After Sessions

Letter Naming Fluency: 82 (spring goal: 59)
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency: 65 (Spring goal 45)
Nonsense Word Fluency
Correct letter sounds: 68 (spring goal of 55) and Correct words: 20 (spring
goal of 15),
Word Reading: 27 (spring goal 25)
Oral Reading Fluency: 40 words correct with 7 errors (spring goal is 39
words with 5 errors).

Letter Naming Fluency: 91 (spring goal: 59)
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency: 68 (Spring goal 45)
Nonsense Word Fluency
Correct letter sounds: 62 (spring goal of 55) and Correct words: 20 (spring
goal of 15),
Word Reading: 26 (spring goal 25)
Oral Reading Fluency: 46 words correct with 5 errors (spring goal is 39 words
with 5 errors

Running Records ( Nelley, 2000)
Before Sessions

After Sessions

Instructional level as of 5-3-21: Rigby level 15. This is a few levels below
where first graders need to be at this time of year. I noticed during Vic’s
reading, that short and long vowel work will be the key to pushing those
skills and levels up. Vic has confidence and has steadily grown
throughout the year as they began the year at level 5, which is typical for
the end of kindergarten year.
*Goal: Provide word sorts and other activities with long and short
vowels for practice and in authentic reading situations.

Instructional level as of 5-24-21: Rigby level 18. Again, this is just below
where first graders should end the year, but with the remaining few weeks of
school and Vic’s interest, joy, and confidence in reading, they will likely bring
that level up to a strong 19, which is a strong level for beginning second
grade.
*The long and short vowel work that Vic did during our work together
helped to increase their skills.
The next goal will be to chunk words up into syllables to approach
longer words and utilize sentence context to solve new words. As Vic
works more on within word vowel patterns, the words will become
much quicker to solve.
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Figure 1
Sample Lesson Plan for Case-Study Spring 2021
Opening: 5 min – start up- we will work with a list of words with /th/, /ch/, and /sh/ in them.
We will use a cookie sheet with magnet letters to spell the words sheep, this, chair, shop, and
chop. Our Balance of Sources focus will be on structure and syntax to help solve unknown
words while reading and spelling. I will dictate the words to Vic as they manipulate the
digraphs th, ch, and sh and needed vowels and consonants all provided.
Read: 15 min- familiar book- Hi, Fly Guy (Arnonld, 2006 )chapter 2 from yesterday. We
will focus on the forward momentum of reading, referring to the meaning portion of the
Balance of Sources of Information for Word Solving chart.
Write: 15 min- specific writing focus- I will provide prompts for Vic to write about that
relate to the reading that Vic is doing. Vic enjoys choosing, so I will provide these prompts:
Do you think a fly could make a good pet and why? What kind of animal is your favorite for a
pet?
Read: 15 min- new book- Hi, Fly Guy (Arnold, 2006) chapter 3 from Journeys. As we walk
through and get to know this reading, we will focus heavily on the meaning portion of the
Balance of Sources of Information for Word Solving chart. We will talk about reading these
lines with inflection and meaning and will go through it together a few times. We will also go
through and look for words that have sound-spellings we have been working with, such as
/ar/, /sh/, /th/, /ch/, and short vowel sounds as well as those we have worked with in phonics
with the whole class, but not as part of this study, such as /ing/ and /ea/.
Close: 5 min- wrap up- student will give me a spelling test using words from our generated
word back. Vic will read the word, dictate it to me, I will spell it, Vic will ‘correct’ it and give
me a sticker if I got it right. I will get some things wrong. Vic will dictate 4 or more words to
me. Vic will write the words in their own spelling booklet to keep track of the words they are
choosing to test me.
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The assessments and lessons I created with Vic last year ties into the work this year
because it is the entire basis for my Tier II focus. And, I know it works. As a literacy coach for my
school, I would offer this sample from the case-study with Vic as an example of how these
additional assessments informed every aspect of what Vic needed for their growth. I will draw
special attention to the fact that all assessments produced goals, while DIBELS called for the
goals. Working together, the other assessments’ goals, work, and results made a significant impact
in DIBELS data. Presenting this to staff addresses all WOU and ILA standards for literacy
specialists. From analyzing data, to demonstrate professional growth, to using a wide range of
curriculum materials in effective reading instruction for learners at different stages of reading and
writing development and from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and more, I will be able
to serve my district in literacy as needs to be done. I will be able to support my recommendation
for change in our assessment and intervention practice and support it with evidence that it works.
In addition, all staff know Vic and their strong sense of self and individuality that can at times lead
to difficulty with motivation and compliance and will appreciate the difference that just one week
of this intervention provided.
I will provide a document that can be added to that will supply teachers with excellent
strategies and tools to use in intervention as well as theory to support the validity of these
activities. There are a wide variety of Tier 1 strategies teachers can implement that may help
students experiencing reading barriers in the general classroom. In fact, many of these techniques
would assist all learners, such as teaching explicitly with repetition, preferential seating, adjust
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assignments, display work samples, reteach and preteach, and many more (International Dyslexia
Association, 2017). Please see Figure 2 for the beginnings of this document.

Figure 2
Strategies and Activities for Tier II Intervention
Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, Word Reading, and Fluency: Addressing these components can
be done through a strong phonics curriculum. ECRI (Enhanced Core Reading Instruction) is used at
our school as a Tier I, core, whole-group scripted and interactive instruction model that
accompanies our Core reading curriculum, Journeys (Baumann, et al., 2014). ECRI and Journeys
include decodable books that include sounds from each day’s phonics lesson so that students
practice targeted phonemes and fluency, as well as high-frequency words.
Phonemic awareness: Before children are truly ready to understand the words on a page, they have to
realize that they are associated with spoken language. The Reading Rockets website (2022) has a great
wealth of resources that it has gathered to support many topics in education. According to the National
Education Association (2022), some useful activities meant to raise phonemic awareness in readers are
rhyming, identifying words in sentences and separating them, separating syllables and sounds within
words, blending sounds in words, stretching words to hear individual sounds, and exchanging sounds in
words for other sounds to make new words.
Phonics: As children begin to learn the connection between sound and letter correspondence, they would
“benefit from activities that help them master automatic letter recognition and activities such as puzzles,
word card games, and sorting games that help them focus on the initial, ending, and medial sounds within
words”. Creating or providing books, classroom objects, word family lists, nursery rhymes and familiar
stories, and materials with familiar pictures and word associations will be helpful since it will tie
“logographic, alphabetic, and orthographic” information with that which they already know. At this stage,
pre-reading, book introduction activities, and rereading will help readers become familiar with print in
books and the talk that goes along with them to begin fluency and comprehension. (Tracey & Morrow,
2017, pp. 100-103). To work toward fluency, lessons in phonics should include decoding with a focus and
teacher-modeling of blending CVC words (Jones, et al, 2016).

Fluency, Vocabulary, and Comprehension: For whole group learning and practice reading can
include, “partner reading, read-alouds repeated readings, and reading decodable as well as more
authentic texts” (Bean, et al., 2021, p. 90). Other whole group fluency strategy and activities might
include books with dialog, working on fluency early as students begin to move on to more
sophisticated texts. (Johnson, et al, 2010). Working in vocabulary and comprehension can be
extensions of content or reading pattern focus, such as nursery rhymes and poetry, and even related
readings at varying reading levels that accompany both the core reading curriculum and other
content areas. Using an activity, such as Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) is a powerful
way to work on all of these reading areas as well as introduce a structured peer and social aspect to
learning.
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The strategic efficacy of PALS has been studied and evaluated over the past 35 years through close
collaboration with hundreds of teachers to ensure that PALS’ methods are feasible and effective in
the classroom. With PALS, every student in the class is paired, and each pair consists of one student
who is academically stronger than the other. PALS sessions vary from 20 to 45 minutes in duration
2 to 4 times a week. During these sessions, the students in a pair take turns as tutor and tutee while
working on structured activities that introduce grade-relevant skills and hones in on the difficulties
each pair of students may be experiencing. The pairing creates 10 to 15 instructional experiences in
a given classroom (Fuchs Research Group at Vanderbilt University 2019).
Fluency: Slow reading rate may contribute to a lack of comprehension. Activities, such as “guided
repeated oral reading, partner reading, and Readers Theater” (Valencia, et al, 2004, p. 526) along with
reading materials that are of interest will give students opportunities to practice and increase fluency. In
addition, choral reading and echo reading,
Vocabulary: Connecting vocabulary to student interests, more teacher read-alouds, and opportunities for
independent reading with an emphasis on word meaning will introduce students to more words (Valencia,
et al, 2004). As readers become more familiar with the visual and audio representations of language, they
can combine thought with them in a three-cue system as they “make sense of a text” to combine sound,
print, and story as a system to decode new words as presented by Marie Clay, (Burkins, et al., 2017, pp. 23). This also refers to Stanovich’s Compensatory Interactive model of reading and how each of the three
components work together in a compensatory way. The balance shifting, depending on strengths relating to
either story meaning or print, is most powerful when students are engaged in what they are reading.
(Afflerbach, et al, 2013). In addition to student interest being engaged, a scientific inquiry into word
meaning and structure, or Structured Word Inquiry (SWI) is encouraged (Learning by Inquiry, 2022).
Bringing SWI into the classroom provides students with opportunities to witness English spelling as
predictable and that every part of a word has specific meaning, from concept to components.
Comprehension: Explicit teaching with modeling, talking and thinking about comprehension strategies,
slowing down and reading for meaning, learning academic language of comprehension, and selfmonitoring will be helpful (Valencia & Buly, 2004).

Writing: Zumbrunn and Krause (2012) stated that “U.S. companies consider writing ability when
making hiring promotion decisions” (p. 346) and go on to say that studies show that our students
are writing below grade-level. Teachers reported in this study that they found teaching writing
difficult, didn’t spend enough time in instruction and practice of writing, and did not know the
correct instruction practices. The authors found five principles to help with teaching writing.
1. Teachers can draw on their own experiences as writers and prepare to teach and model writing.
2. Motivate students’ writing by making it relate to their own interests and giving them opportunities
to write for a purpose as they found that “writing instruction should emphasize writing as a means
for social engagement” (P. 348).
3. - 5. Have clear, targeted goals for writing lessons, write often and integrate with all content areas,
and support student learning of writing through scaffolding onto what they know and conferencing
and talking through writing, including positive feedback.
Writing: According to the Emergent Literacy Theory, “children’s development in the areas of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing are all interrelated” meaning that if they are not “already proficient with
listening and speaking”, students may find difficulty with reading and writing. Providing students who
have a difficult time with writing, need ample opportunities to talk, listen, and explore the “relationship
between spoken and written language” (Tracey & Morrow, 2017, pp. 93-94).
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Graham, et al, (2017) wrote about the importance of having a purpose with writing as being
communication between reader and writer and found that writing positively affected reading and reading
positively affected writing and explored the proportion of how much writing should play into the balance
of literacy education.

Assessment of the Big 5 Using DIBELS
Assessment is the fourth theme I found in my research. After students receive rigorous
instruction in Tier I, Tier II may be considered based on learning needs as determined from
assessment data. Using a screener such as DIBELS is detrimental to determining literacy
instruction needs. They are designed to be short (one minute) fluency measures that can regularly
detect risk and monitor the development of early literacy and early reading skills in kindergarten
through eighth grade (Dissen, 2022). For kindergarten and first grade, Dibels offers five
assessments. See Appendix A for a visual representation of DIBELS scores per grade level.
The first assessment is Letter Naming Fluency (LNF), in which students rapidly name letters
by name. It is based on the idea that students who cannot do this as per benchmark levels may
signify a risk for later reading. The following assessment, Phonemic Segmentation Fluency (PSF),
tests phonemic awareness and how students can hear, manipulate, and repeat phonemes in words.
LNF and PSF are not assessed beyond kindergarten and first grade. Next, Nonsense Word Fluency
(NWF) tells how students are doing with letter sounds, blending, and word attacks. Then, Word
Reading Fluency (WRF) and Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) assess high-frequency word and
passage reading fluency, with the latter minimally assessing comprehension (Ives et al., 2019).
DIBELS’ original intent is to identify students at risk for Dyslexia and is beneficial for finding
areas of reading deficiency to be addressed in Tier II intervention.
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After assessment, students would receive data-driven strategic intervention in Tier II, typically
a small group and taught by the classroom teacher, teacher assistant, etc. Instruction can be an
extension of the Tier I instruction, emphasizing learning needs and occurring outside of the core
literacy teaching block. According to Cassidy et al. (2010), the best instruction practice for
intervention in Tier II is “focused and explicit instruction on one or two skills, rather than a
combination of skills” (p. 647). First-grade students receiving Tier II Enhanced Core Reading
instruction had statistically significant, accelerated growth in word reading, reading
comprehension, and a comprehensive measure of reading achievement, compared to students who
received Tier II un-enhanced core reading instruction (Dissen, 2015, slide 18).
Utilizing DIBELS to decide which skills to address in intervention is cautiously possible.
Amendum et al. (2015) explored how DIBELS can function as a tool to inform intervention
instruction and gave activities for addressing specific assessment outcomes. Still, they warned that
“if students are identified as at-risk by DIBELS, further diagnostic assessments should be used to
better understand the students’ difficulty.” They noted that often, teachers may not have access to
further testing and gave some ideas of how one could use DIBELS to inform instruction. For
example, suppose kindergarten or first-grade students score poorly in nonsense word reading. In
that case, this could denote “decoding and word attack” skills, suggesting they need to work on
blending and offer a blending activity where students continuously make the sound of the first
letter of a word (p. 286). The authors note the importance of frequent progress monitoring of
students at risk for reading difficulties to determine if interventions impact their learning.
Another issue that begs the use of additional tests as I wrote about on page 22 is that DIBELS
does not provide adequate information about whether or not students are understanding what they
are reading. For example, while it does time students on words per minute on word lists and
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reading passages, it does not address prosody, inflection, or comprehension. For this purpose,
Running Records and anecdotal notes, which include comprehension questions and retell, would
tell so much about the focus students would benefit from in Tier II intervention.
If an assessment has revealed that students are not responding to intervention as prescribed,
Tier III should be explored and possible consideration for special education services. Tier III is
typically taught by a special education teacher or literacy specialist in groups that are either oneon-one or with very few students.
Reading Barriers: ELL, Dyslexia, Trauma, and Socio-Economic
Finally, the fifth theme in the studies and information I found addressed the most critical
aspect of teaching, our learners. This section explores barriers to reading, what they are, their
impact, and what we can do to mitigate those challenges through intervention. There are learning
barriers that may be learning disabilities, such as Dyslexia. Some are not, such as learning English
as a second language, socioeconomics, and trauma. In this section, I will examine difficulties in
learning to read. According to Snow et al. (2005), “the instructional needs of poor readers- with
and without learning disabilities- are quite similar”. Effective instruction and intervention “has to
prepare learners to deal with the nature of English orthography and the challenge of making
meaning from text; though that challenge is greater for some students than for others, eventually
they all have to do it pretty much the same way” (p. 166). Snow et al. (2005), add that limiting
struggling readers to only added phonics instruction removes context from literature, whereas
“rich, intensive, and extensive literary experiences will benefit all students” (p. 172).
Dyslexia
According to the International Dyslexia Association (2022), roughly 20% of the population
has a disability in language learning, affecting all people equally, and is often the cause of the
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mechanics of literacy, such as reading and spelling. People who have Dyslexia are not ill and can
learn strategies and skills and be successful in school and life.
What was once seen as a visual issue of reversal of letters and numbers is explained by the
International Dyslexia Association (IDA, 2022) to be a “difficulty in processing the orthography
(the written form) and phonology (the sound structure) of language” (p. 1). Shaywitz (2003)
explored the brain activity behind Dyslexia using Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
and showed that there are physical differences between the brains of those with and without
Dyslexia. Reading takes place mainly in the left hemisphere of the brain in the occipital, parietal,
and inferior frontal cortices. People with Dyslexia have been studied to show less gray and white
matter volume and specifically “altered white matter integrity in the left hemisphere occipital
temporal and temporal parietal areas” (Bean & Goatly, 2022, p. 2).
They have also found that Dyslexia is often genetic and is seen in all parts of the world and
in different languages. In a video by the National Dyslexia Association (2022), Dr. Carrie Thomas
Beck spoke about new legislation in 2019, saying a “district would be required to screen for family
history” (mark 1:22). He continues to explain “that universal screening for risk factors of dyslexia
in the earliest grades is just the first step in a longer process that involves providing instructional
support, monitoring progress, and offering increasingly intensive interventions based on student
need.” Universal screeners indicating reading difficulties, such as Dyslexia, don’t tell why students
may be having difficulties. These screeners can help us to determine if further evaluation is
needed. She discussed RTI and MTSS and the importance of beginning with a strong core reading
instruction with the same instruction given to any child and refers to Dr. Schaywitz’sSchaywitz’s
work on the brain. The difficulty of connecting speech to print for Dyslexic students because of the
neural pathways means that teachers need to intensify instruction “and make it more relentless and
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more amplified so that it penetrates and takes hold” through explicit, systematic, and adapting
instruction to student learning needs.
When teachers suspect that a student may be Dyslexic, they are often unsure of the next
steps. Decoding Dyslexia Oregon (2022) stated in their Evaluation FAQ that diagnosis for
Dyslexia can be made by a licensed psychologist or speech-language pathologist (SLP) and that
schools do not evaluate for Dyslexia. Still, it can evaluate for special education and possibly start
the IEP or 504 process. In IDA’s video, Dr. Beck said that all schools should have an administrator
and a licensed teacher on staff trained explicitly in Dyslexia.
English Language Learners (ELLs)
Teachers’ understanding of the challenges for ELLs concerning the “five big ideas” of
reading will help them deliver instruction specifically for this group of students. For example,
knowing that ELLs might not recognize specific phonemes because they do not have them in their
first language will help teachers approach instruction to specifically address different sounds and
not make assumptions that their students have a disability. Also, ELL students might not have
learned literacy in their first language or oral language in English, causing deriving meaning from
reading to be challenging (Klingner & Geisler, 2008).
To appropriately reach ELLs in Tier I, teachers must first determine their level of language
proficiency in their first and second language. Then teachers should instruct and assess them
accordingly, including creating culturally relevant curricula that recognize ELLs’ funds of
knowledge (Esparza Brown & Doolittle, 2008). If, after close observation and assessment, ELLs
are not progressing, they should move into Tier II intervention. At this stage, they should receive a
strategic double dose of instruction targeted at specific goals based on student needs identified by
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Tier I screening (Esparza Brown & Doolittle, 2008). After this intervention, ELLs will move back
to Tier I support if they make proper growth. If not, they may be moved to Tier III.
Reading proficiency in their first language leads to reading proficiency in English. Building
on their already existing schema or associations can help ELLs with reading strategies, such as
connecting letter sounds with animals that begin with that letter. To help with fluency, ELL
students may need more time and practice reading and pre-teaching words and the meaning of a
text to help with understanding and fluency. Pre-teaching and making connections to what ELLs
already know will also help them learn new vocabulary to aid in understanding what they are
reading. As “reading comprehension is the ultimate goal of reading” (Klingner & Geisler, 2008, p.
63-64), providing instruction and practice in oral language development for ELLs will give them
opportunities to internalize and express what are learning, both in their first and second languages.
A useful teaching model for teaching ELLs is to use the PLUSS model for intervention, which is
an acronym for
P: Pre-teach critical vocabulary
L: Language modeling and opportunities for using academic language
U: Use visuals and graphic organizers
S: Systematic and explicit instruction in reading components and strategies
S: Strategic use of native language (Brown et al., 2010, Slide 35)
Oral language and motivation are critical to ELLs. Klinger and Geisler (2008) discuss what
teachers can do when ELLs are struggling. First, determine how ELLs may be struggling. For
example, an instruction issue, such as scripted instruction inflexibility, may not adapt to the class
learning needs. Teachers need to look closer at their students and determine if additional support is
needed, such as relationship strength with child and family, looking at oral language and
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motivation, pre-teaching, appropriate instruction and tools, and focusing more on student response.
Translanguaging, or looking at language as a process and embracing intersecting representative
languages and cultures within a classroom, “affords opportunities for the learner to make links—
often in ways not available to their teachers— between their experiences outside the classroom and
those within” (Conteh, 2018, p. 446).
Trauma, Socio-Economic, and Social Influence on Learning
A theory in Tracey and Morrow’s (2017) work is that of physiological impact on learning.
Bringing together Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs with Bowlby’s attachment theories reveals the
importance of students having their needs met physically and emotionally: “a student’s sense that
he or she is physically and emotionally safe with the teacher” (p. 246). According to Westby
(2018), roughly a quarter of all children under four years of age will experience trauma, being
“exposed to five or more significant adverse experiences in the first three years of childhood face a
76% likelihood of having one or more delays in their language, emotional, or brain development”
(p. 2). Sitler (2009) states that teachers need not diagnose students who might have experienced
trauma and teach “with a pedagogy of awareness that provides ongoing support for the needs of all
learners” (p. 120). She explains how trauma might manifest in the classroom, from students
appearing unmotivated to having difficulties learning. Jennings (2019) also observes that students
with trauma may have trouble with executive functioning, which is essential for problem-solving,
whether academic or emotional, attention, and impulsivity. These students also can exhibit a range
of reactions, from fearful or aggressive behavior to the “ability to attend to a task in the midst of
noise and chaos” (p. 29). They may also be hyper-vigilant or dissociate in response to perceived or
real threats.
Another learning theory in Tracey and Morrow (2017) is social learning. From Bernstein’s
Sociolinguistic Theory to Bronfenbrenner’s Socio-Cultural Theory to Vygotsky’s Social
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Constructivism and Bandura’s Social Learning Theory, who we are and how we relate to others
and ourselves affects our learning. Ladson-Billings’ Critical Race Theory work on Foucault’s
Critical Literacy Theory “seeks to explain the ways in which education and literacy shape people’s
lives and the ways in which people can use education and literacy to reshape society” (2017, pp.
247-250).
Conclusion and Gaps in Existing Research
The different studies that I have examined do well to present different aspects of literacy,
but separately. This seems to be what my school is doing with our assessment. Theory and
instruction have been two pieces to the puzzle. My goal is to determine, through benchmark and
progress monitoring data, if DIBELS can unite instruction and learning in a reciprocal relationship.
I aim to develop a plan for Tier II interventions for kindergarten and first-grade students
that will positively affect fall, winter, and spring DIBELS benchmark and progress monitoring
data. I hypothesize that this data will expose specific needs for strategic and intense support and
inform the design of groups based on those needs. Interventions will be based on student skill
needs, specifically targeted, short in duration (e.g., five weeks), and accompanied by progress
monitoring. There are studies on what to do, group size, and how often to meet. Yet, little is known
about how long to intervene and for what specific learning targets. I hypothesize that interventions
need not remain once a student owns the targeted skill. As my school uses DIBELS to assess
reading readiness and skill in all students, I am driven to find out if we can use it as a tool to
inform our practice in the classroom.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Overview
With this project, I propose that with the addition of vigorous Tier I instruction, Tier II
intervention will be needed less. As data from the DIBELS assessment shows a deficit in a specific
skill that requires intervention for students to succeed in reading and writing, small-group
instruction will directly respond to those specific literacy skills. With this study, I will keep these
research questions at the forefront of each decision to serve our first-grade students better:
1. How can our current methods of DIBELS assessment inform our teaching practice, from core
instruction to guided reading groups, to raise student reading levels and skills?
2. Will a specifically, systematically, and intensely targeted intervention for a five-week duration,
based on results of Dibels scores, show an increase in kindergarten and first-grade student reading
skills?
Design of the Investigation
The design of this study first briefly examines Tier I instruction and then focuses on Tier II
connected intervention based on DIBELS data. Utilizing a mixed-method exploratory sequential
design, I will toggle between qualitative information (e.g., what we will do within reading groups)
and quantitative information (e.g., assessment outcomes that reflect reading skills) (Doyle et al.,
2016). This experiment has three phases, with each stage informing the next taking place over
three academic terms. The results and actions from the fall term have greatly influenced the winter
term and so forth. Each term, the qualitative actions I utilize within my Tier II intervention groups
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are reflected in DIBELS data, which integrates the activities with the learning and informs the
creation of new activities to affect data. I will look at these tiers in two foci. The first focus, Tier I,
is a brief presentation of an adaptable, general whole-group plan that could work for all grade
levels and subjects. The second focus, Tier II, is a more detailed presentation in three phases,
utilizing DIBELS data for each term of this specific school year, culminating in the final
assessment on May 19th, 2022, accompanying a final recommendation for Tier II intervention.
Class Composition
This year’s first-grade class has 32 students, evenly split into two classrooms. I have
included DIBELS data for both classes for most of this year. However, up until spring term, the
interventions listed on the following pages were administered only to my class. The fall and winter
plan shows groupings for my classroom alone. Spring term includes data, grouping, and instruction
for all first graders. Our school is in a rural area, which serves four rural towns and communities.
According to the Oregon Department of Education (ODE) At-A-Glance School Profile
(2020-2021), our district elementary school serves 214 students, of which 15% qualify for special
education services and more than 95% qualify for free or reduced lunch. The students’ racial
demographics include 1% Native American, less than 1% Asian American, 0% Black/African
American, 0% Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, 13% Latinx, and 86% White. Eighty percent of
students and 94% of teachers are White with the other 6% being Latinx. The ODE profile is not
complete, but there are some data that I can provide, such as while the document notes that there
are less than 1% of Asian American students, there was one student representing that data. The
document also does not provide any information on gender, but I can report that our staff of 14
teachers in 2020-202, there were no males. One more interesting piece of information is that there
were 3 languages spoken at our school last year, but it is not listed which languages those were.
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Specific information about our first graders is included in Table 2. The lavender section in
the table below represents my students, and the white areas are the other classroom’s students.
Student number listing is consistent with later tables showing DIBELS data. Not noted in the graph
is the fact that in my own class of 16 students, 4 are female and the rest are male. In the other first
grade class of 16 students, 5 are female and the rest are male.
Table 2
First Grade Student Demographics
Student
Number First Grade Demographics
1

IEP- Speech- Articulation

3

ADD

4

IEP- Speech- Hard of Hearing, Trauma- Family Loss and Changes, No Preschool or
Kindergarten
- New Student January 2022

5

Surgery in the winter, missed two weeks of school

7

Trauma- family changes

8

IEP- Speech

9

504- ADD

10

Trauma- Family Loss

14

Some anxiety with testing. Often dealing negatively with perfectionism.

19

Latinx- Fluent English/English spoken in home

21

IEP- ADD/Speech- Communication

23

Vacation for a week, as well as a broken arm- missed some school

26

Latinx- Fluent English/English spoken in home

29

Speech- Articulation

31
32

-

New Student January 2022

No Preschool or Kindergarten
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Both my teaching partner and I have been teaching for 17 years, having taught together for
ten years. Our teaching styles and preferences differ in many ways and complement one another.
We share a fluid grade level, consistently changing classes throughout the day. For example, for
our 2-hour literacy block, my partner teaches whole-group phonics and handwriting for an hour to
one-half of the first-graders, while I teach whole-group balanced literacy, including vocabulary,
comprehension, thematic connection, and reading practice to the other half of the first-graders.
First grade at our school is extremely fortunate this year to have reading intervention two
times per day. I have created a schedule in the mornings based directly on the Dibels data. For the
afternoon groups, I have begun to incorporate literacy across the curriculum and student interests.
These afternoon readings will include reading for math, science, health, etc, with the emphasis on
vocabulary, reading, and applying what they have learned.
The support and learning I have received both at WOU and in my district is showing me
how I can secure my own growth as a literacy professional by using a wide range of curriculum
materials to serve all learners, including teachers. I am supporting my actions with theory in
learning and teaching. All of this makes it possible for me to confidently lead my district to adopt a
more complete assessment package that truly informs us of our students and also our instruction.
Focus 1: Tier I Investigation- Methods and Assessment to Increase Rigor
In my role as a Reading Specialist, I will present the following plan as a model for
increasing rigor in Tier I instruction to administration and colleagues. The following model of
balanced literacy can be used with rich literature as found by teachers as per student interest and
skill, thematic units, content such as social studies and science, as well as an adopted curriculum,
such as Journeys (Baumann et al., 2014), which my school uses. Specifically, I aim to introduce
new instructional strategies and assessments to my school, such as PALS (Fuchs, 2019; Burns,
2020), the spelling (Johnson, 2003), Reading Miscue Inventories (Goodman et al., 2005), and the
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use of Running Records and word exploration, as presented in the Inquiry-Based Phonics Spelling
Video (WordWorksKingston, 2011).
I have been adapting and working with this schedule for my first-graders and have yet to
find the perfect combination. However, my students and I are getting closer. We have been adding
a new piece about every two or three weeks. For example, I added PALS to my literacy block four
months ago, and it remains unrefined. I followed the directions and assigned partners in response
to DIBELS data and then began looking at the need for manipulating partner groups further. I have
not followed exact directions for reading materials in their PALS folders, but we are getting closer
to ways to make their reading engaging and educational. As a literacy specialist, I may seek
training for myself and staff in programs such as PALS. Another way I developed the schedule is
with the timing and placement of activities. First, I started with the reading, then PALS, and lastly,
the writing hoping that meeting with partners in the middle of the session would provide students
with a variety of movements. However, it was challenging to approach the writing extension from
the reading with the break between the two. So, I moved PALS to the last part of the hour with the
addition of a drink break or some other regulating activity between reading and writing.
An example of how Tier I, whole-group instruction in literacy is our annual animal
research project. First, it is important to note that it does not only exist in Tier I, but throughout all
levels of learning and across all facets of literacy. Briefly put, my first graders are researching an
animal of their choosing. They read about this animal and find information about its description,
diet, habitat, etc. They take notes about details, illustrate those ideas, and then write them into
paragraphs, complete with an introduction sentence, supporting sentences, and a conclusion
sentence. Then, my students cut out each paragraph, including indenting the first line and
organizing their works into a 5-paragraph essay, gluing them together into one document.
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Interestingly, I have a student with a broken arm who is having a difficult time with writing and
asked that I type their paragraphs. I used this opportunity to demonstrate how we process these
steps in a word document. The class was able to see the paragraphing, cutting and pasting, and
revising that they had been working on manually. Now, when they begin to use technology to
write, they will have a concrete understanding of how writing comes together.
For this one project, we use technology, note cards, posters, paper and pencil, and library
books. We work together and independently. We learn a great many standards, from science to text
features to writing and everything in between. They work on this in Tier II and III, as well. Most
importantly, however, is the animal model that students make at home with their families, which
brings the community into the classroom and includes. Next, students will participate in Author’s
Chair, where they will teach the class what they have learned about their animals, which
incorporates oral language and speaking into the process. Working on an integrated project such as
this provides many opportunities for multi-sensory learning, which will cement new information
with existing information.
Combining and connecting multiple literacy pieces to our whole-group instruction will
deeply enrich any program or curriculum a district may be using and enhance student literacy skills
and knowledge, resulting in higher DIBELS scores.
Tier I Model for Balanced Literacy- whole group 90-minute reading block
30 minutes: Phonics
10 minutes: Shared reading (thematic, content, basal, learning target)
10 minutes: Writing extension modeling: I will model the writing we will do for the day as
an extension of reading.
15 minutes: Independent writing- Students will write independently or with partners as I
conference with them.
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20 minutes PALS- Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday: We will close the morning literacy
hour with PALS reading. Include elements from phonics lessons of the week, e.g., long
graphemes.
20 minutes: Author’s Chair: Thursday: Writers choose a writing piece from the week to
share with the class in Author’s Chair. This could be published or authentic.

Focus 2: Tier II: Three Phases throughout the Year
Documenting The Three Phases- Fall, Winter, and Spring
Last year, I developed a spreadsheet that includes the five elements of DIBELS data and
the key of target scores so that a teacher can review data without scrolling or changing pages to see
how students are doing. Our school uses a different spreadsheet, which is very useful, but this one
saves time and energy while reviewing data. Upon entering data on my form, I re-enter it on their
form so that our reading specialist, administrators, and colleagues can view progress. Although
they have access to my form, they prefer their form. In the fall term, I took extra time to color-code
the scores within the colored field to see students’ growth at a glance. For example, students 5 and
9 began the term in the intensive range for all areas on the first benchmark assessment, so their
data fields were colored red as per the key. Then, as they learned, progress monitoring showed
their scores moving through the strategic intervention stage, culminating with many first-graders
meeting the beginning of the term benchmark for each component of DIBELS. Additionally, I
created a document where I wrote plans for intervention groups in response to DIBELS data. As
we worked throughout the year, I added to this piece so that I could edit it to strengthen instruction
in subsequent years. As I go through it, I am exceedingly grateful that I wrote down exactly what
we did in groups and corresponding data because it helps reflect student progress.
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Chapter 4 will present the three phases of the work I did as I implemented my theory that
DIBELS can be used to determine reading skill deficit and appropriate focus for intervention.
While the timeline of this project is a five-week duration, I have been working on it since the
school year began. Phase 1 represents fall 2021, phase 2 is winter 2022, and phase 3 is spring
2022. For each distinct phase, I start with a brief definition and then present DIBELS data in a
table, which is the quantitative element of this study. The data table will be followed by
corresponding intervention work and plans used in groups in response to the data, which is the
qualitative component of this research.
In Chapter 5, I will reflect on the data and experience of this study about the utilization of
DIBELS as a tool to inform Tier II intervention for primary grades. In addition, I will examine my
students’ growth and mine both as an interventionist and a professional resource for literacy
instruction in my school and district.
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Chapter 4: Presentation of the Findings
Phase 1: Fall 2021
Beginning Fall Term 2021
All grade levels at my school assessed our students in the first week of school. Table 3 is
the spreadsheet on which I collected DIBELS throughout Fall 2021. Other than Phonemic
Segmentation Fluency (PSF), 50% of first-graders scored in the intensive range for all components
of DIBELS. The largest percentage in the strategic range was in PSF, however. In addition, 40% of
students scored at the intensive level in Letter Naming Fluency (LNF). In response to this
information and to begin building a foundation for letter knowledge and spoken sound, I designed
groupings that focused on these skills. In Figure 3, I wrote plans for my educational assistants and
I for the first few weeks of school. Figure 4 provides detail as to focus for our reading groups.
Middle Fall Term 2021
On October 7th, 2021, we conducted our first progress monitoring of the year using
DIBELS. Table 3 shows data and evidence that there is substantial growth in PS and nominal
growth in LN within just a few weeks. At this point, I decided to do a Running Record to obtain
anecdotal information on reading skills and strategies and to get a baseline for how my students
were doing with reading. I used this information in Figure 5 to form new groups based on their
running record level and more authentic reading strategies. As our school does not place any value
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on miscue analysis assessment, I did not continue with this plan throughout the entire year. I later
reverted to only including DIBELS data.
After seeing progress monitoring data for LN and PS go up, it was time to address the next
section of DIBELS subtests Nonsense Word Fluency (NWF), which focuses on letter sound. In our
first benchmark assessment, 50% of first-graders scored in the intensive range for NWF, which
focuses on letter sounds and Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) words. To begin working on
NWF, I wrote directions for my educational assistants’ activities that would enrich letter sounds,
particularly short vowels and CVC words in Figures 3 and 4. The activities to work on these skills
were in the form of word sorts and games (Bear, et al, 2016). By the 3rd progress monitor session,
50% in the intensive range for letter sounds improved to 16%. In addition, whereas the benchmark
data for NWF showed only 30% of students meeting expectations, the 3rd progress monitor
session showed that it increased to 50%.
Final Fall Term 2021
Throughout the following weeks in October, November, and December 2021, we continued
with these plans. My reading group was often used for seasonal reading and writing projects. Our
fourth progress monitor took place on December 16, 2021. There was a fair amount of growth by
the end of the term, as shown in Table 3. Note that Table 3 houses data from the entire term, which
is difficult to decipher. In subsequent tables, I learned to separate data to aid in comparisons. We
did not assess LNF as no LNF progress monitoring pieces were included in our teaching materials,
implying it might not be an intended focus for DIBELS. By the end of the term, both LNF and PSF
had only 10% of students in the intensive level. I found that if I kept track of data on the actual
planning sheets in Figures 4 and, it was easier to look over the year’s information.
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Moreover, NWF showed a double increase toward meeting the benchmark. At the start of
Fall 2021, 30% were at the benchmark level. By the 4th progress monitor, 60% of students were at
the benchmark. Although Word Reading Fluency and Oral Reading Fluency were not the main
foci in Tier II intervention, these categories also saw an increase in student skills. This data
showed growth in all areas, indicating that utilizing DIBELS data to inform instruction is a feasible
strategy for Tier II intervention. Also, not all the areas were directly targeted in these sections,
which may reflect the work in Tier I instruction, including ECRI.
Table 3
Phase 1: Fall Term 2021 DIBELS Data
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Figure 3
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Group Activities/Schedule for Fall term 2021- Adapted from Marie Clay’s Reading Recovery
Model (Clay, 2015)
8:58-9:04 (afternoon 2:32-2:38)
6 minutes

Warm-up: Old read
Books will go in week cycles. I will replace
books each week

*Get settled
*Familiar, independent ‘old’ read

9:04-9:14 (afternoon 2:38-2:48)
11 minutes: Writing in Journal
Example of finished paragraph by the
end of the week:
I read Frog and Toad by Arnold Lobel.
The characters are Frog and Toad. The
setting is at Toad’s house and in his
garden. In the beginning (or they can say
‘First’), Toad wanted to plant a garden.
In the middle (Next, or Then,) his garden
wouldn’t grow so he yelled at his seeds
to start growing. In the end (Last, or
Finally,), his seeds finally started to
grow! I liked this story because Toad got
to have a garden! (or whatever their
reason is).

Focus lesson: Fiction
After Old read:
Write in Journal: paragraph about book
they read
Day 1: Morning:- 1st sentence stating what
they read- title and author.
Day 1: Afternoon- 2nd sentencecharacters
Day 2: Morning: 3rd sentence setting
Day 2: afternoon: 4th sentence-begin
retell: beginning of story
Day 3: Morning: 5th sentence- middle of
story
Day 3: afternoon- 6th sentence- end of
story.
Day 4: moring: Conclusion sentence, such
as if they like it, what part they like, etc
Day 4: afternoon: Read what they wrote.
Take turns? Buddy read?

Tips for writing:

9:14-9:24 (afternoon 2:48-5:58)
9 minutes : New Read

Focus Reading: New read
New read will turn into old read after this
week.

*New or focus story:
Day 1- read to them, talk about and then they
independent read.
*Day 2- review, then independent read. Talk about topic
and details, characters, fiction, nonfiction, etc
*Day 3- Before independent reading, talk about focus on
fluency, inflection, and punctuation while reading.
Day 4- Read story and take turns orally creating
sentences out of words to know on back page of book.

9:24-9:25 (afternoon 2:58-3:00)
1 to 2 minutes

Ending group time

*Pack up, go back to class by 9:30 (afternoon to tents
by 3:00)

= This is new. Perhaps write it on a whiteboard for
them to copy if needed. After a while, this copying
will be phased out.
= Keep sentences simple
= Don’t over-worry about spelling, take best guess by
sounding out, underline if in doubt, move on to next
word.

Figure 4
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Plans and Groupings for Early Fall 2021
Week 1 focus: Phonemic Awareness - September 20-23, 2021
Dear Teacher A and B,
The main focus for the next 2 weeks is phonemic awareness- hearing and representing sounds they hear with repetition and writing. We will do a
progress monitor on letter naming and phonemic segmentation on or before October 7th. We will progress monitor other areas as well, but this is a
focus. The following lessons will reflect that. The books may be a bit easy for groups, but we are working on reading behaviors, such as word
tracking, blending, repeating and listening for sounds, and also writing beginnings, such as finger spaces between words, capitals and periods, and
talking about thoughts and writing them down.
Thank you so much for your help!
If you have any questions, Cortright and Other First Grade Teacher will love talking about it!
Cortright and Other First Grade Teacher
Cortright: 8:55
and 2:30
Teacher A 8:55
Teacher A 2:30 Teacher B 8:55 Teacher B 2:30
RedBlueGreenGreen
Blue
St 15- 26-65
St 12- 34-53
St 12 St 15St 14- 9-15
St 5- 26-37
St 26- 31 -49
St 26St 5St 8- 16-29
St 27- 27-49
St 23- 30-41
St 23St 27St 3- 20 -30
St 10- 27-47
St 20- 34-61
St 20St 10St 9- 23-32
St 16- 27-38
St 18- 34-34
St 18St 16i-

Week 2 focus: Tuesday, Sept 28- Monday, Oct 4, 2021
Teacher A: Focus lesson: Letter naming: Give each student a copy of the letter naming sheet each day.
*Do as a group, each with their own paper- one minute to practice and then a one minute timing each day
*The goal is to name more letters each day. Talk about not taking break between letters, name them fluidly, sliding their finger along
Teacher B: Focus lesson: Phonemic Segmentation: You hold only copy, say word, they repeat word, separating sounds while holding finger up
for each sound.
*Do as a group each day, they all listen to you say word, they count out sounds
Week 3 focus: CVC and Blending real and nonsense words
Tuesday, Oct 5- (and including) Monday, Oct 11
Teacher A: During the 10 minute activity time for this week, I will give you the “Cookies” game.
The pull out one ‘cookie’ and blend the sounds to make a word- blending is the focus. Take turns and focus on pulling out just one
cookie- it’s a good sensory bit. They need to watch each other and can whisper help after a few seconds.
Teacher B: During the 10 minute activity time for this week, your groups will play Drive-through Blending (Reading Rockets, 2021).
Help them with sounds as much as they need it.
1. Write o n on a whiteboard
2. Together drive the car from the o to the n blending them slowly, then do it again, blending more quickly.
3. Erase and do again with these words: is, up, sit, lit, mit, (they might start to notice a word family pattern), and, ant, cat, dog, mom, dad,
cup, (other simple and cvc words if you have time)
4. I will give you more words throughout the week.
Week 4 focus: Consonants and vowels- CVC words - Oct 12- Oct 19
Teacher A:
*******During the 10 minute activity each day, each student will get one of the cvc word cards and read them as quickly and correctly as possible.
*You select a card for them. - The cards are categorized by short vowel sounds, Monday will be short a words, Tuesday will be short e words, etc for
all students.
*They slide their finger to blend each letter, then say the word fast- if they can skip the blending phase and go right to reading the word,
that is great!
*After a couple of days, challenge them to go straight to reading the word out loud (blend inside their head).
*If they get through their card for the day, they write their words on their white board, practicing correct handwriting, particularly the magic c letters.
Teacher B:
******During the 10 minute activity each day, they will sort a selection of letters into either consonants or vowels. I will explain this to them on
Monday so that they are ready for the week.
*If they have them sorted before the time is up, talk to them about the sounds that the vowels make, particularly long and short vowel sounds.
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Plans and Groupings for Middle to Late Fall 2021
Week 5 focus: October 19-25, 2021
Cortright’s Blue group listed above- cvc words and short/long vowels sounds- we will use the magnet letter/cookie sheets and continue with the
cvc cards as well as reading old/new books.
Teachers B and A: groups will work on whole word (out of 12) <Look up Running Records, I think these were Rigby scores highlighted>
and oral reading from DIBELS
Teacher 1 8:55 Teacher 1 2:30
Teacher 3 8:55 Teacher 3 2:30
GreenRedRed
Green
St 16- 6
St 15- 16
St 15- 16
St 16 - 6
St 18-9
St 20- 12
St 20- 40
St 18 - 9
St 14-12
St 26- 24
St 26- 24
St 14- 12
St 23- 8
St 27- 18
St 27- 18
St 23- 8
Teacher 3- Word sort: with each group, continue with old/new reads as before.
During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder.
They will read the word and match it with the picture.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper-read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and the teacher watches for confusions and questions.
There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Teacher 1- with each group, continue with old/new reads as before. During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder.
They will read a word and start forming a list of the papers in a column. Continue until all words are out of the ziplock.
Once they have read each word and made a list of the papers, they will write each word twice on their whiteboard.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper-read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and the teacher watches for confusions and questions.
There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Week 6 focus: October 26-November 1, 2021
Teacher 3- Word sort: with each group, continue with old/new reads as before. During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder. Focus:
Read word first, then match to picture
They will read the word and match it with the picture.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper- read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and teacher watches for confusions and questions.
There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Teacher 1- with each group, continue with old/new reads as before. During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder. New focus: Long
Vowels
They will read a word and start forming a list of the papers in a column. Continue until all words are out of the ziplock.
Once they have read each word and made a list of the papers, they will write each word twice on their whiteboard.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and teacher watches for confusions and questions.

- There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Week 7 focus: November 2- November 9, 2021
Teacher 3- Word sort: with each group, continue with old/new reads as before. During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder. Focus:
Read word first, then match to picture
They will read the word and match it with the picture.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper- read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and teacher watches for confusions and questions.
There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Teacher 1- with each group, continue with old/new reads as before. During the activity portion, do the wordsort in your folder. Still focus: Long
Vowels
They will read a word and start forming a list of the papers in a column. Continue until all words are out of the ziplock.
Once they have read each word and made a list of the papers, they will write each word twice on their whiteboard.
Each student will have a separate ziplock. When they are finished, have them mess it up and then do the same one again. They must
whisper- read the words and not chat about things. This is independent work and teacher watches for confusions and questions.
There will be up to 6 ziplocks with different word sorts.
Week 8-11 focus: November 9-29, 2021- No written plan- thematic unit took over groups- Turkey Letter - literacy extension- All elements of
literacy were about reading about a turkey who doesn’t want to become a part of the Thanksgiving meal and writing a letter to the farmer with
suggestions with an alternative dish as well as reasons why the turkey does not want to be eaten.
Week 12-15 focus: December, 2021- No written plan- Holiday activities, much COVID staff and student absences, Reindeer Glyph writing
Phase 2: Winter 2022
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Beginning Winter Term 2022
All grade levels at my school assessed students in the first week back at school after winter
vacation. In Table 4, I collected DIBELS data throughout Winter 2022. Each DIBELS benchmark
presents greater expectations than the benchmark before. For example, the fall benchmark for LNF
is to name 42 letters by sight in one minute, and the winter benchmark for LNF is 57 letters in one
minute. Within a few weeks between fall testing and winter testing, 10% of students were in the
intensive range for LNF at the end of the fall term, and with new benchmarking expectations, 43%
of students were in the intensive range. The rise in expectations might explain the dramatic drop in
DIBELS scores between terms. This pattern appears in all reading components represented in
DIBELS. In Figure 6, I wrote plans for my educational assistants and myself for the first few
weeks of the winter term. Figure 7 goes into further detail about the focus for our reading groups.
Although I did not continue to chart running record levels on this form, I did not remove
them. I wrote plans for the data I saw directly on the Table 4 winter term DIBELS datasheet.
Figure 4 lesson planning reflects a departure from LNF and PSF as learning targets and practice in
the Tier II intervention groups, focusing more on WRF and ORF and letter sounds in NWF,
especially blending CVC words. Also, in Figure 4, I included what the bottom and top 20% of
first-graders would focus on because we were trying to hold ‘20%’ meetings per month for each
grade level. During these meetings, teachers would explain our plans for these groups to the
administration. It was a helpful idea that did not last throughout the year, partially due to a change
in personnel. First grade only had an opportunity for two of these 20% meetings.

Middle Winter Term 2022
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On February 18th, we conducted our first progress monitoring of the new year using
DIBELS. Table 4 shows new data and evidence within just a few weeks, and Figure 6 details
planning. Overall, a deeper focus on WRF and ORF and reading strategies, such as self-correction,
word attack for new words, and re-reading for fluency. I became more detailed in the notes I took
in response to data directly on the datasheet, which helped me form groups and assign focus.
Final Winter Term 2022
Throughout the following weeks in March, we continued with the plans in Figure 7.
Interestingly, with the emphasis on WRF and ORF, those scores increased more quickly than
NWF. I wondered if, along with LNF, NWF may not be as reliable tools as the other components
for what they are attempting to assess. I placed a more significant emphasis on NWF this year than
ever before because our literacy specialist came to me with concern at the beginning of the year,
saying that this year’s second-graders did not know their letter sounds. I looked back at last year’s
data and could see that NWF for that group was either in the intensive or strategic range. This year,
that group sees a remarkable increase in their NWF scores, but not NWF or ORF. Thinking about
this makes me wonder if we are using DIBELS correctly. By the end of Winter 2022, 75% of my
current students were at benchmark or above in ORF. By the end of Winter 2021, 30% of last
year’s students were at or above the benchmark in ORF. It is clear I needed to focus more on letter
sounds in my Tier II instruction.

Table 4
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Phase 2: Winter Term 2022 DIBELS Data

Figure 6
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Plans and Groupings for Early Winter
Week 17?- Tuesday, January 11- January 31, 2022
New Groups: Based on Jan 2022 DIBELS letter sound, word reading, and passage reading fluency
B-20%- letter name/sound, cvc, blending, decodable/leveled reader, guided writing and reading, high-frequency word recognition
and reading, reread for fluency, confidence, look for sound they know and blend more sounds, oral language and writing,
T-20%- self-correction, vocabulary using context, reread for fluency, silent reading, more depth and stronger readings for
more opportunities to work on strategies for new words and meaning using phonics, meaning, sight and sound of
phonemes, and writing in response to reading, oral language, expanding ideas, and complex sentences
Cortright: 8:55 and 2:30
Teacher 1 8:55 & Teacher 1 2:30
Teacher 3 8:55 & Teacher 3 2:30
Cortright AM Green Group
Teacher 1 AM
Red Group
Teacher 3AM
Blue Group
St 4
St 3-6
St 10
St 31- 13
St 9
St 20-13
St 8
St 8-4
St 3
St 23- 10
St 5
St 18-11
St 17
St 10- 7
St 23
St 14iSt 16
St 26 15
St 1
St 9- 7
St 12
St 12- 8
St 27-17
St 7
St 4- 1
St 5i-8
St 15- 16
St 16i- 7
St 27 , St, 20
***AM groups not in small group will be doing ECRI with Teacher 2 in music room- St 18, St 26, St 28, St 15, St 14
(Morning
groups: 8:559:25)
8:55-9:10
15 minutes:

*Write: Practice letter sounds, dictated
words,
*Read: sight words

*1- 5 minutes: *Dictate Letter sounds, they write on
whiteboard- envelope 1.
*2- 5 minutes: Dictate words- they sound out and write,:
cvc words, use words in then look at word to check for
accuracy: envelope 2
*3- 5 minutes: Sight words - sentence trees in envelope 3

9:10-9:22(back
to class by 9:25)
12 minutes:

*Read books

*12 minutes- Read various old reads.- You hand them a book,
they read it until you hand them another book. They should get
through 5 readings or so. Even if they are repeats.

(afternoon Only:
2:32-2:38)
6 minutes

Warm up: Old read
Books will go in week cycles. I will replace
books each week

*Get settled
*Familiar, independent ‘old’ read

9:04-9:14
(afternoon 2:382:48)
11 minutes: Ask
and answer
questions in
complete
sentences

Focus lesson: Nonfiction
After Old read:
Write in Journal: paragraph about book
they read
Day 1: afternoon:- 1st sentence stating
what they read- title and author.
Day 2: afternoon: 2nd sentence - Topic
sentence
Day 3: afternoon: 3rd sentence- something
they learned
Day 4: Afternoon: Conclusion sentence,
such as if they like it, what part they like, etc

Tips for writing:

9:14-9:24
(afternoon 2:485:58)
9 minutes : New
Read

Focus Reading: New read
New read will turn into old read after this
week.

*New or focus story:
Day 1- read to them, talk about and then they independent
read.
*Day 2- review, then independent read. Talk about topic and
details, characters, fiction, nonfiction, etc
*Day 3- Before independent reading, talk about focus on
fluency, inflection, and punctuation while reading.
Day 4- Read story and take turns orally creating sentences out
of words to know on back page of book.

9:24-9:25
(afternoon 2:583:00)
1 to 2 minutes

Ending group time

*Pack up, go back to class by 9:30 (afternoon to tents by
3:00)

= This is new. Perhaps write it on a whiteboard for them to
copy if needed. After awhile, this copying will be be
phased out.
= Keep sentences simple
= Don’t over-worry about spelling, take best guess by
sounding out, underline if in doubt, move on to next word.

Figure 7
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Plans and Groupings for Middle to Late Winter
Week 24?- Wednesday, February 16- Monday, March 7, 2022
New Groups: Based on Feb 18, 2022 word reading, and passage reading fluency
B-20%- letter name/sound, cvc, blending, decodable/leveled reader, guided writing and reading, high-frequency word recognition
and reading, reread for fluency, confidence, look for sound they know and blend more sounds, oral language and writing,
M- 60%- word study, cold and repeated paragraph readings- paragraphs taken from decodables and leveled readings old and new
T-20%- self-correction, vocabulary using context, reread for fluency, silent reading, more depth and stronger readings for more
opportunities to work on strategies for new words and meaning using phonics, meaning, sight and sound of phonemes, and
writing in response to reading, oral language, expanding ideas, and complex sentences
Cortright: 8:55 and 2:30 Teacher 1 8:55 & Teacher 1 2:30 Teacher 3 8:55 & Teacher 3 2:30
Cortright AM Green Group
Teacher 1 AM
Red Group
Teacher 3 AM
Blue Group
St 4
St 3-6
St 10
St 8- 2
St 9
St 31- 16
St 8
St 20- 13
St 3
St 23- 10
St 5
St 26- 16
St 17
St 5- 8
St 23
St 4-1
St 16
St 27- 17
St 1
St 9- 7
St 12
St 10- 5
St 15 -17
St 7
St 12- 8
St 14-13
St 16- 7
St 18- 11
St 31, St 20, St 14
***AM groups not in small group will be doing ECRI with Teacher 2 in music room- St 11, St 26, St 27, St 17
(Morning
groups: 8:559:25)
8:55-9:10
15 minutes:

*Write: Practice letter sounds, dictated words,
*Read: sight words

*1- 5 minutes: *Choral read focus words on sheet #1teacher point at word, they read in head, you slide finger
and they read
*2- 5 minutes: Read sentence strips- random distributeEnvelope #1- hand out, they read, you switch as needed.
*3- 5 minutes: paragraph reading - radom distributethey read, switch paragraphs as needed

9:10-9:22(back to
class by 9:25)
12 minutes:

*Read books

*12 minutes- Read various old reads and decodables-.

(afternoon Only:
2:32-2:38)
6 minutes

Warm up: Old read
Books will go in week cycles. I will replace
books each week

*Get settled
*Familiar, independent ‘old’ read

9:04-9:14
(afternoon 2:382:48)
11 minutes: Ask
and answer
questions in
complete
sentences-.

Focus lesson: Nonfiction
After Old read:
Each day, students generate a question
based on text, write the question and answer
it. If this doesn’t give them enough time, think
of question one day, answer it the next day.

Tips for writing:

9:14-9:24
(afternoon 2:485:58)
9 minutes : New
Read
*There may be
some overlap
due to switching
groups.

Focus Reading: New read
New read will turn into old read after this week.

*New or focus story:
Day 1- read to them, talk about and then they independent
read.
*Day 2- review, then independent read. Talk about topic
and details, characters, fiction, nonfiction, etc
*Day 3- Before independent reading, talk about focus on
fluency, inflection, and punctuation while reading.
Day 4- Read story and take turns orally creating sentences
out of words to know on back page of book.

9:24-9:25
(afternoon 2:583:00)
1 to 2 minutes

Ending group time

*Pack up, go back to class by 9:30 (afternoon to tents
by 3:00)

= Don’t over-worry about spelling, take best guess by
sounding out, underline if in doubt, move on to next
word.

Phase 3: Spring 2022
Beginning Spring Term 2022
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We monitored our student progress on April 7 after spring break. Table 5 is the spreadsheet
on which I collected DIBELS throughout the beginning of Spring 2022. Up until this point, my
Tier II intervention included only my students with just a few of my teaching partner’s first-grade
students. I asked my teaching partner if I could include their students for the sake of this study, and
they allowed me to work with them. This arrangement provided access to that teacher as an
intervention resource and reallocated Teacher 3 to have a group of more specifically differentiated
students. Now, every first graders would receive Tier II intervention for their exact reading needs.
For this reason, in Figure 8, I included the remaining 60% of students in our 20% meeting
information, not only as receiving Tier I core instruction but intervention for them.
In addition to our Tier II intervention for the entire first grade, I had redesigned our
afternoon reading groups to include reading for a wide range of purposes, such as science, math,
and other content. All of my students are reading at grade level in different directions and
performing tasks, giving them opportunities to read content, expand vocabulary words, and
practice word reading strategies, such as syllabication and root word meanings.
Middle to Late Spring Term 2022
Table 6 has our subsequent progress monitoring data. With more detailed and color-coded
reading strategies based on DIBELS data, I moved a few students to different groups for a more
exact and updated designation. This is likely where students will remain for the rest of the year.
The groupings and tasks in Figure 9 closely resemble Figure 8, but with updated groupings,
including the entire first grade represented. Figures 8 and 9 also include the foci for instruction at
the bottom of each column, which helps when glancing at plans. Focus for most groups is on
vowel and consonant digraphs to increase skill in WRF and ORF by providing more strategies for
correct and quicker word reading to address. Another strategy of great focus was rereading for
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fluency. Our reading specialist provided an excellent formative assessment sheet for daily
recordings accuracy and fluency in two-sentence readings for each reader (see Appendix D). I
provided this to my educational assistants to keep track of how students are doing with reading. In
addition to the accuracy log, I worked with my students on setting goals. Please see Appendix E
for our SMART goal anchor chart and sentence starter. I introduced setting goals for reading more
words per minute and how we would accomplish those goals within a specified time.
One more change for the last part of the year that may influence DIBELS scores is added
help in the classroom. The upper-grade levels are in the midst of their state testing. Students who
are opted out of testing or have finished their testing come to first grade and provide extra reading
support. They practice their reading pieces with the visiting students, and then I call the first
graders to read the same or different parts to me. In addition to their small intervention groups,
students are receiving one-on-one assistance.
Final Spring Term 2022
Throughout the following weeks in March, we continued with these plans set in the middle
spring term plans. On April 28, we conducted our last DIBELS progress monitoring. On May 18th,
we will conduct our final DIBELS benchmark assessments. Table 6’s new data and evidence show
that there has been substantial growth within just a few weeks.
The Final Push and End-of-Year Benchmark Data Analysis
With this investigation at an end and our final DIBELS benchmarking assessment in one
week, I simplified the morning intervention plan and focused on reading decodable stories that
corresponded to ECRI. I left the writing portion of the lesson as a bonus activity if time allowed. I
added a daily data sheet called the Accuracy and Fluency Reading Log (part of ECRI) given to me
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by my reading specialist (see Appendix D). Our focus became clear and involved re-reading with
multiple new readings almost exclusively as a practice strategy. In addition, I taught the class
about the importance of setting goals for growth, which included how many more words per
minute each student wanted to read and how they would make that happen. Please see Appendix E
for a student sample of the goal-setting sheet. Watching the students see their progress, take pride
in their growth, and find a new level of joy in reading is my favorite part of teaching. Each day,
they read a passage, study the words that took extra time to work out, estimate how many words
they will read in one minute for a second reading, and then chart the number of additional words
they read.
These final foci, along with the year of work by my students, their intervention group
teachers, and I resulted in the following End of Year (EOY) benchmark DIBELS assessment data.
Table 7 includes our EOY Spring 2022 data and the Beginning of Year (BOY) Fall 2021 data to
show growth. Note that for both BOY and EOY, roughly 12% of students are at the Tier I
Intensive level in the red fields for LNF. However, looking at the Tier II strategy in the yellow
areas, we can see that at the end of the fall term, 39% of students did not meet the benchmark as
opposed to EOY at only 12%. This shows that even though I did not include a lot of intervention
working on letter names, students picked up what they needed in this area while working on other
skills. For the students who remained in the intensive level, their letter-naming skills increased
dramatically.
For PSF, 18% of students were not at the BOY benchmark, while EOY showed only 13%
not at the benchmark. Roughly 40% of students in both fall and spring terms exceeded grade-level
expectations, showing that they have a firm grip on manipulating phonemes they hear in words.
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Looking at LNF and PSF, when planning Tier II interventions, I will place more focus on PSF in
the future. However, I wonder if a little more emphasis on LNF might help with later NWF.
NWF, which focuses on letter sounds, shows concerning data that imply this is where we
need to spend more time and effort. The BOY assessment shows 13% of students below the
benchmark in the fall, while the number dropped to 44% in the spring. Granted, the expectations
rose dramatically from fall to spring. In the fall, students need to read 30 letter sounds in nonsense
CVC words per minute to score in the green field of meeting the benchmark, whereas in the spring,
that number almost doubles. Student 14 initially scored 73 letter sounds per minute but has
recently experienced anxiety over this portion of the test and PSF. I had contemplated not
assessing this student. Interestingly, Student 14 scored at grade level for WRF and far above grade
level for ORF. If I took their original score for NWF at the beginning of spring, the percentage of
students not meeting the benchmark would go down to 38%.
There is a similar trend for WRF. At the beginning of the year, roughly 45% of students in
my class scored below the benchmark. Interestingly, they were not always the same students.
Students 4 and 6 scored in the intensive level and strategic scoring. Students 3, 9, and 12 were
consistent throughout both testing periods. Students 5 and 23 scored lower than I had thought they
would as they initially scored at grade level. Student 5 had surgery in the winter and was out of
school for two weeks. Similarly, student 23 was out on vacation for a week and had a broken arm.
My theory is that if these students had not missed school, they might have scored higher. Student 5
only missed being at grade level by two letter sounds, and student 23 missed it by sounds per
minute. Further assessment using a miscue analysis or a spelling inventory would reveal how the
intervention might catch these students up.
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Finally, for BOY in ORF, roughly 40 % of students scored below grade-level expectations.
Students 3 and 9 dipped in their scores compared to the beginning of the year. However, they are
right at the brink of moving into the strategic benchmark level. Student 3 missed the mark by four
words read per minute, and Student 9 was only one word away. Both students are working through
ADD and have shown growth in reading throughout the year. Similarly, Student 18 was only four
words per minute from meeting the benchmark, and Student 5 was eight words away. Working on
Tier I strategies, such as PALS, and including writing into core instruction will help with reading
passages. In addition, more focus on letter and digraph sounds and word-inquiry strategies help
students address new or unfamiliar words. Most importantly, working on metacognition and using
the three-cue system mentioned earlier will help with comprehension as students are reading.
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Table 5
Phase 3- Early Spring 2022 DIBELS Data

Figure 8
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Plans and Groupings for Early Spring 2022
Week 30?- March 29- Monday, April 14, 2022
New Groups: Based on March 17, 2022 progress monitoring
B-20% (St 1, St 4, St 8)- phonemic segmentation and letter sounds, guided writing and reading, high-frequency word recognition
and reading, reread for fluency, confidence, look for sound they know and blend more sounds, oral language and writing,
M- 60%? (St 3, St 9, St 10, St 12, St 23, St 14, St 16,St 20, St 18, St 5)- Letter sounds, word and passage reading fluencyparagraphs taken from decodables and leveled readings old and new
T-20%- (St 26, St 27, St 15, St 31)reading punctuation, multisyllabic and compound words
Cortright: 8:55 and 2:30
Teacher 1 8:55 & Teacher 1 2:30 Teacher 3 8:55 & Teacher 3 2:30
Cortright AM-7 Green Group -6 Teacher 1AM Red Group-5
St 5
St 31
St 9
St 23
St 4
St 20
St 18
St 26
St 10
St 4
St 8
St 16
St 16
St 15
St 23
St 5
St 1
St 12
St 14
St 14
St 7
St 18
Extra ECRI
Reread)
(WRF, ORF)
TBA
St 17
(Reread)
St 3
(LS, WRF, ORF)
St 31,
***AM groups not in small group will be doing ECRI with Teacher 2 in music roomSt 26, St 27, St 15
(Morning groups: 8:559:25)-ECRI focus- all
groups
Teacher 1- Extra ECRIDisregard these morning
directions
Cortright and Teacher 3These directions are for
your AM groups
8:55-9:00: (5 minutes)

*Sound spelling cards

*5 minutesDo the sound spelling cards in your AM folders.
You: “Card”
Them: “Eagle”
You: “Sound”
Them: “/E/”
You: “First spelling”(You point at first spelling
and they spell it)
You:”Second Spelling”(They spell)

9:00-9:15(15 minutes)

*Read paragraphs and study
focus sound of the day.

*15 minutes1. Read paragraphs that you hand them. They
read them and write words with the sounds from
the sound spelling card of the day in their
journals.
2. After they finish reading and writing words,
they keep reading paragraph for fluency until
you hand them a new paragraph.

9:15-9:22:(7 minutes)

Decodable reader

*7 minutes- Then head back to class

afternoon groups:
2:30-3:00- Content reading
2:32-2:38)(6 minutes)

Word practice- Vocabulary list and
conversation about the day’s
activity

2:38-2:48(10 minutes)

Read content reading, such as
math, health, etc. I am trying to get
reading to include the content
areas.

2:48-5:58(10 minutes)

.After the work is done from the
sheet, they may choose a book to
read from the bag provided

2:58-3:00(2 minutes)
1 to 2 minutes

Ending group time

Then do the work on the sheet (TBA). It will change each
day or couple of days.

*Pack up, go back to class by 9:30
(afternoon to tents by 3:00)

Table 6
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Phase 3 continued Middle Spring, 2022 DIBELS Data

Figure 9
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Plans and Groupings for Middle to Late Spring 2022
Week 32?-Monday, April 18, 2022- Thursday, May 16, 2022
New Groups: Based on April 14, 2022 progress monitoring
4-B-13% (St 1, St 4, St 8)- phonemic segmentation and letter sounds, guided writing and reading, high-frequency word recognition
and reading, reread for fluency, confidence, look for sound they know and blend more sounds, oral language and writing,
18-M- 56%? (St 3, St 9, St 10, St 12, St 23, St 14, St 16, St 20, St 18, St 5, St 2, St 6, St 7, St 11, St 17, St 21, St 29, St 32Digraph/letter sounds, word and passage reading fluency- paragraphs taken from decodables and leveled readings old and new
10-T-31%- (St 26, St 27, St 15, St 31, St 28, St 30, St 22, St13, St 25, St 19)reading punctuation, multisyllabic and compound
words
Cortright: 8:55 and 2:30
Teacher 1 8:55 & Teacher 1 2:30 Teacher 3 8:55 & Teacher 3 2:30 Teacher 2 8:55
Cortright AM-7 Green Group -6 Teacher 1 AM -3
Red Group-5
Teacher 3 AM-5
Blue Group-5
Teacher 2 AM-6
St 3
St 8
St 1
St 3
St 5
St 31
St 14
St 9
St 23
St 4
St 20
St 18
St 26
St 16
St10
St 4
St 8
St 9
St 6
St 27
St 20
St 21
St 10
(Extra ECRI)
St 16
St 7
St 15
St 23
St 11
St 5
St 12
St 2
St 14
St 12
St 32
St18
(Reread)
(WRF, ORF)
First Grade Teacher 2
St 29
St 17
(Reread)
(LS, WRF, ORF)
(LS, WRF, ORF)
First Grade Teacher 2- 10- (compound, vocab, multisyllab)- St 15, St 25, St 19, St 22, St 31, St 30, St 28, St 27, St 26, St 13
(Morning groups: 8:559:25)-ECRI focus- all
groups
Teacher 1- Extra ECRIDisregard these morning
directions
Cortright, Teacher 2, and
Teacher 3- These directions
are for your AM groups
8:55-9:00: (5 minutes)

*Sound spelling cards

*5 minutesDo the sound spelling cards in your AM folders.
You: “Card”
Them: “Eagle”
You: “Sound”
Them: “/E/”
You: “First spelling”(You point at first
spelling and they spell it)
You:”Second Spelling”(They spell)

9:00-9:15(15 minutes)

*Read paragraphs and study
focus sound of the day.

*15 minutes1. Read paragraphs that you hand them.
They read them and write 3 words each day
with the sounds from the sound spelling card
of the day in their journals.
2. After they finish reading and
writing words, they keep reading
paragraph for fluency until you hand
them a new paragraph.

-Include Data Sheet

9:15-9:22:(7 minutes)

Decodable reader

afternoon groups:
2:30-3:00- Content reading
2:32-2:38)(6 minutes)

Word practice- Vocabulary list and
conversation about the day’s
activity

2:38-2:48(10 minutes)

Read content reading, such as
math, health, etc. I am trying to get
reading to include the content
areas.

2:48-5:58(10 minutes)

.After the work is done from the
sheet, they may choose a book to
read from the bag provided

2:58-3:00(2 minutes)
1 to 2 minutes

Ending group time

*7 minutes- Then head back to class

Then do the work on the sheet
(TBA). It will change each day or
couple of days.

*Pack up, go back to class by 9:30
(afternoon to tents by 3:00)

Table 7
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Phase 3 continued Late Spring, 2022 DIBELS Data

Compare to End of Fall Term 2021 to See Growth

Chapter 5: Conclusion
Discussion and Reflection
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The focus of this study was to determine how DIBELS can serve as an assessment tool to
inform the design of a systematically, intensely targeted Tier II intervention. I moved through the
2021-2022 academic year with my first-grade class, keeping these research questions central to my
decision-making regarding Tier II interventions:
1. How can our current methods of Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS)
assessment inform our teaching practice, from core instruction to guided reading groups, to raise
student reading levels and skills?
2. Will a specifically, systematically, and intensely targeted intervention for a 5-week duration,
based on results of DIBELS tests, show an increase in kindergarten and first-grade student reading
skills?
Using the example of PSF in the fall term, it is clear that this experiment was a success. All
but two first graders were at or above expectation for PSF by the end of term. This is late growth
as that is where students are supposed to begin, but the group did show significant growth. The two
main foci at that time were letter sound and phonemic awareness. Looking back at how I addressed
it explicitly in my plans and explanations, it is clear that the first best strategy to support learning
in Tier II is through systematic and explicit instruction of a select few learning targets. As Jones et
al. (2016) posited, Tier II instruction should be “brief systematic interventions targeting the
students’ most pressing need” and that “too many interventions are inefficient and fail to accelerate
readers’ progress.” They propose that intervention “target three selected areas informed by
assessments” (pp. 307-308).
As students began to master PSF, I moved them past that skill and placed more focus on
letter sound and blending. This pattern continued as we moved through the year, addressing the
next component of DIBELS a few at a time. This was based on the research by What Works
Clearinghouse (2022), which claimed that intervention should last for at least five weeks while
learning progress is monitored to determine if some students may no longer require the added
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instruction. These theories support my hypothesis that Tier II intervention should be (1) short, (2)
frequently progress-monitored, (3) presenting students with three areas of instruction, and (4)
lasting five weeks until progress monitoring shows that specific interventions are no longer
needed. One implication is that small-group instruction needs to be directly related to deficit skills,
explicitly taught, and discontinued when no longer needed. In other words, my study nicely
followed my mixed-method of qualitative and quantitative research, one informing the other.
New Understanding of DIBELS,
The gap in understanding assessment and intervention may be part of our instruction in my
district. As Allington (2019) pointed out, there should be little need for Tier II interventions if we
have rigorous and solid Tier I instruction. However, more students needing Tier II intervention is
where we are, either for lack of that firm core instruction or perhaps because of gaps in instruction
due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, the work I present here helps fill a gap
in the education scholarship of DIBELS assessment and related Tier II intervention. The studies
that I mentioned above address Tier II intervention concerning assessment. Still, in my review of
the existing literature, these were some of the few that I found.
In the introduction of this paper, I queried whether or not our district understood the
purpose of DIBELS. The gap in our students’ learning may result from our limited knowledge of
the assessment on which we place the utmost importance. We use DIBELS more like a summative
assessment than a tool to drive instruction. While we are dedicated to progress monitoring every
two to three weeks, we do little to nothing with the information gained. We do the assessment and
then go on to our usual instruction, but this is not the intent of DIBELS. According to Ives et al.
(2019), “curriculum-based measures (CBMs) have seen widespread use due to their versatility
both to identify students at risk for reading difficulties and to monitor student progress and
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response to instruction” (p. 3). Paying close attention to ‘curriculum-based measures’ and the
intention of ‘response to instruction’ implies that instruction should impact student learning. In a
sense, DIBELS assesses both students’ knowledge and the curricula that teachers use.
Another way I believe my district misuses DIBELS is that we have not been trained on how
to use this assessment to inform our instruction or add other assessments as multiple points of data
triangulating on student growth and learning. Dr. Beck discussed that DIBELS “is just the first step
in a longer process that involves providing instructional support, monitoring progress, and offering
increasingly intensive interventions based on student need ” (National Dyslexia Association, 2022,
mark 1:22). These screeners should be followed by additional assessments that tell more about
what students need, such as miscue analysis and interest surveys, so that educators can reach
students where they are and move them forward accordingly.
The NEA policy brief (n.d.) on using varied assessment of student learning stated that there
are many ways to determine what students know, such as
teacher observations; tests that include multiple-choice, short and longer constructed
response items; essays; tasks and projects of various sorts done in various modes
including electronic; laboratory work; presentations; and portfolios. They are used to
assess higher-order thinking skills and understanding, including analysis, synthesis,
evaluation, application, problem-solving and creativity. They are used for both
formative and summative purposes, and many become part of the learning process
itself; we can thus speak of assessment for, as and of learning. (p. 2)
Keeping in mind the whole learner, we need to use assessment to move children toward higherlevel thinking, independence, and global existence. DIBELS by itself does not support these
critical attributes.
In October 2021, I used running records as an assessment on my own, even though my
school does not recognize its value. Using the anecdotal information gained during miscue analysis
gave me more idea of what students needed to work in their groups. As Landrigan & Mulligan
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(2013) pointed out, the need to triangulate data from one assessment provides more information
about students gathered by teachers. Johnson and Keier (2010) added that miscue analysis is a
valuable tool to diagnose reading areas of focus. Together, DIBELS and running records showed
that students needed more practice with high-frequency words, word attacks, and explicit
instruction with short and long vowels and consonants. Culminating these assessments, I changed
my Tiers I and II instruction to work on CVC words, blending, and word attack strategies.
Finally, student interests and their funds of knowledge are among the most crucial elements
of instruction that my district needs to incorporate to improve student literacy. Snow et al. (2005)
stated that “the instructional needs of poor readers- with and without learning disabilities- are quite
similar” and that limiting struggling readers to only added phonics instruction removes context
from literature, whereas “rich, intensive, and extensive literary experiences will benefit all
students” (p. 172). This came to the forefront of all other information and was confirmed at the end
of the academic year. Early this year, my literacy coach advised me to keep ECRI and the related
decodables central to Tier I & II interventions. As she observed my instruction, she suggested
finding literature based on students’ interests. When she said that, the world of teaching literature
and reading opened back up, whereas admittedly focusing, so diligently on DIBELS had begun to
close. This was a surprise because it contradicted her former suggestions that we should only be
preteaching and reteaching ECRI in both Tier I, II, and II instruction. In this one moment, my
literacy coach confirmed all I had learned in my studies at WOU about student choice, motivation,
multi-sensory avenues to enrich literacy learning.
Utilizing our students’ funds of knowledge will open doors to their motivation and genuine
interests. By reaching out to students in their community, teachers can enrich “the subsequent
development of ethnographically informed classroom practices” (Moll et al., 1992, p. 132). Khalifa
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et al. (2013) also advocated for teachers spending time in the community to research their students
to serve them better and “critically examine” the choices they make that further privilege whites
and “adversely” impact “people of color” (p. 508). In other words, using community-responsive
instruction will lead to higher student engagement and reduce learning gaps.
Implications for Future Studies
Even though I had an entire school year, there are some parts of this study that I did not
have adequate time to implement fully. Next year, I will continue my work and tie them in. In the
end, one area that I did not include was kindergarten. With my focus on first grade and trying to
corral all the information so that I could document what my students, other teachers, and I did, I
simply did not have time to bring in another grade level. Another element that I wanted to keep
central to my study was writing as part of Tier II intervention. According to my literacy coach,
writing needs to be separate from the 90-minute reading block and intervention. This is contrary to
all of the research I found in my literature review and classes at WOU. More research on writing
needs to be done here, but I plan to continue integrating writing into all areas of learning, whether
in Tier I, II, or other curricular areas.
Another focus would be defining a 90-minute reading block and balanced literacy. Whole
and small-group instruction, as well as independent work, should reflect “a balanced approach to
literacy instruction, [in which] teachers strategically and consistently integrate instruction with
authentic reading and writing on a daily basis, so that students learn how to apply and utilize the
literacy strategies and skills they are learning” (Bumgardner, n.d., pp. 1-3). Denton et al. (2014)
define guided reading as authentic text-based instructions and explicit instruction as phoniccentered, including related decodable and nondecodable texts. Graham et al. (2017) studied the
effects of combining reading with writing in a meta-analysis of literacy programs and found that
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balancing reading with writing resulted in stronger skills in both. They concluded that “when all
variables were considered simultaneously, equal reading and writing instructional studies
continued to produce larger reading effects than studies placing a greater emphasis on reading
instruction” (p. 298). However, they cautioned that programs that balance reading with writing
should use “highly effective methods for teaching both reading and writing.” This will be my main
focus next year.
While DIBELS assesses comprehension in the upper grades with the Maze portion, it does
not do so in kindergarten or first grade. It stands to reason that learning to read at its foundation in
the primary grades is paramount. Reading comprehension will more likely occur when readers
need not spend extra time decoding and are familiar with more words, which is only a small part of
understanding what is read. Reading comprehension is more about making a conscious, critical,
purposeful connection to what is read through rich, relevant literature. “The best strategy and skill
teaching will be unsuccessful when students are unmotivated and unengaged or when they don’t
believe that they can succeed” (Afflerbach et al., 2013, p. 447). Taking into account the interests of
students will make this happen naturally.
Throughout my teaching, learning, and research this year, I learned that these other parts of
literacy learning are not separate from the DIBELS assessment. The only way DIBELS can work
is in tandem with other assessments, instruction, and intervention. Learning to read takes a lot of
moving pieces. I have noticed that more growth is the result if I keep the group activities fluid and
directly related to need, with the change applied where and exactly when needed. Intervention
cannot be static; it must be flexible. It is also essential to keep communications open with teachers
running the groups. If a plan is not working or is too difficult to follow, it must be adapted
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immediately. If progress monitoring does not reveal growth, I must reassess what is happening in
the groups.
Next year as I continue my research on the DIBELS, I will consider that high-stakes testing
may not be beneficial to student learning. Au’s (2007) analysis of 49 qualitative studies about the
effects of high-stakes testing revealed that many teachers taught too closely to assessment goals,
limiting what was being taught. In addition, much instruction was teacher-centered as opposed to
student-centered. Keehne et al. (2018) advocate that “leaders and teachers [who] see their schools
as part of larger efforts to uplift the community, looking beyond the four walls of the classroom”
(p. 160). They found that “Native Hawaiian primary grade children [who] achieved at higher levels
as readers when instruction focused on comprehension and higher level thinking as opposed to
phonics and lower level skills” (p. 142). These studies suggest that what teachers consider best for
students to assess their knowledge may not help them learn and grow as readers.
Professional Learning
Researching, sharing with my colleagues, and supporting and implementing an effective
Tier II reading intervention for kindergarten and first grade allows me the opportunity to work
toward and exercise the learning outcomes for the Masters of Science in Education at Western
Oregon University (Western Oregon University, 2022).
1. Effectively use advanced content knowledge and educational technologies: At the beginning of
this paper, I discussed the wish to expand on the document I was creating with strategies and
lessons for teaching reading. I have added to that on my own but did not include it in this work.
Over the past few months, colleagues have begun to ask for this information to help their students
better. I started it before because I saw a need. Now, I know it is even more critical than I realized.
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2. Analyze data and evidence to support learning and engage in change. This is the crux of this
entire work. I analyzed DIBELS data and changed the entire structure and delivery of Tier II
intervention during the whole year. I will keep most of the changes I implemented. In addition, I
will bring in other assessments to triangulate data and learn more about our students.
3. Apply learning theories and research in education in a variety of contexts: I supported all pieces
of this experiment with studies and theories throughout the work.
4. Demonstrate professional growth, dispositions, and leadership appropriate to their field in
education: I will present this Tier II model for reading intervention to the administration. Upon
their approval, I will share this with colleagues. Adopting a positive leadership role while teaching
my class, being sensitive to the roles of already present leadership and colleagues, and asserting
what I know with openness to learning from and working with my team will require a kind and
knowledgeable disposition.
In addition to addressing the learning outcomes for the M.S.Ed. program, this project
allows me to work toward three main International Literacy Standards for Reading/Literacy
Specialists for Western Oregon University’s Reading Endorsement program (International Literacy
Association, 2021).
1.1 Foundational Knowledge: Candidates demonstrate knowledge of the major theoretical,
conceptual, historical, and evidence-based components of reading, such as concepts of print,
phonological awareness, phonics, word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension
throughout the grades and its relationship with other aspects of literacy: All portions of this work
centers on the theory and evidence-based components of reading and reading instruction. They are
the foundation of this work.
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2.3. Use a wide range of curriculum materials in effective reading instruction for learners at
different stages of reading and writing development and from different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds: For this year, I have confirmed that using a wide range of materials to support and
represent all students' backgrounds, experiences, and skill-levels is the best practice.
3.3. Assessment, Diagnosis, and Evaluation: Use assessment information to plan, evaluate, and
revise effective instruction that meets the needs of all students, including those at different
developmental stages and those from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds: During this
year, I have recorded and planned around DIBELS data. I used it to inform first grade Tier II
intervention and made changes as often as was necessary to enhance student learning.
Conclusion
This paper aims to show how using DIBELS can inform Tier II intervention in specifically
targeted groups for five weeks, directly related to deficits seen in the resulting data from these
assessments. I am grateful for this opportunity to work so closely with DIBELS so that I might
understand its purpose since my school emphasizes this assessment deeply. I thought perhaps I had
neglected to use it with fidelity. This year, I used every single progress monitor without fail. I can
look at the data and see growth, but it does not tell the whole story. Were it not for utilizing
qualitative and quantitative data to study the relationship between DIBELS and Tier II
intervention; there would only be numbers on a spreadsheet.
My school relies on DIBELS data almost exclusively, but there are other ways to document
growth so that we measure more than just the five pillars of reading. One can use DIBELS to
determine reading skills to work on, but this is just one piece of the puzzle. All assessments should
inform instruction and vice versa. Why else do it? What do we want to learn, and what will we do
with it? I enjoy using DIBELS, and so do my students. It is one of the times when they are the only
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student at my table, and they like the one-on-one work and the challenge. I enjoy keeping the data,
meeting the challenge, and seeing those color fields change from red to yellow to green to blue as
students learn to read throughout the year. However, it does not tell me enough about what my
students need as holistic learners so that they might enjoy literature; there is no information about
students reading knowledge, just numbers.
This year, my students showed nice growth with such intense focus on DIBELS, but I do
not believe that their learning was maximized.With our reading scores as low as they have been for
years at my school, our staff cannot afford to leave it up to one method of assessment and then one
strategy for Tier II intervention; DIBELS and ECRI will not and has not helped our readers alone.
In addition to DIBELS, we need multiple, purposeful assessments that help to determine student
oral language, understanding of word structure and meaning, comprehension and fluency, their
concept of themselves as readers, and written language. Then, these assessments will specifically
target exactly what students need in intervention to help them own literacy.
The work that I did with Vic last spring was the perfect combination of assessment and
intervention. In just one week of intervention, phenomenal growth was evident on their DIBELS
post assessment. That model, along with Alington’s (2019) push for stronger Tier I instruction,
will make the true difference for our students. Once I bring to my school a truly rigorous core
instruction, the additional assessments to learn more about our students, and Marie Clay’s (2015)
model for intervention, our students will experience much more growth than they have with
DIBELS alone. Soon, with the work we are doing, we will have fewer students in Tier II
intervention. DIBELS is just one piece that will tell us that core-instruction, assessment, and
intervention and moving parts that are working together for the success of our students.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Dibels Benchmark Goals per grade level (University of Oregon, 2020)
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Appendix B: Tier I Instruction and Assessment: PALS (Fuchs, 2019), (Burns, 2020), and
Inquiry-Based Phonics Spelling Video (WordWorksKingston, 2011)
*PALS video with Matthew Burns (2020)
https://youtu.be/6gIm9W8M36Y
*PALS- Fuchs, et al (2019):

*Inquiry-Based Phonics Spelling Video (WordWorksKingston, 2011)
Investigating Graphemes in Grade 1
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Appendix C: Samples of Additional Assessments to Accompany DIBELS (2020)

Rigby Running Records (Nelley, 2000)
Before Intervention

After

Garfield Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (Kear & McKenna, (n.d.)
Sample page:
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The Primary Spelling Inventory (Johnson, 2003)
Before Intervention

After

Kuby Writing Analysis (Kuby, 2009)
Before Intervention

After

Appendix D: Accuracy and Fluency Reading Log
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Appendix E: S.M.A.R.T Anchor Chart and Goal Setting Sentence Starter
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